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EFFORT AGAIN

Havana.
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PUT

LEPER HOSPITAL ON PECOS

Or In the Salt River

Valley-Deleg- ate

Andrews, Says Correspondent, Only
Man Who Can Defeat Project.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, Aug. 24. Ira M. Bond
of New Mexico was elected vice president of the Joe Cannon Interstate
Republican club.
General Wyman is pressing for a
quarter of a million acres of land for
a leper colony to be located on the
Pecos or Salt river. Only Andrews
can prevent it as he did in the last
h
congress,
session of the
after the bill had passed the senate.
He did this by the twenty-twPennsylvania votes.
Fifty-eight-

SECRETARY TAFT
TOUR

DEATH

OF H. M.
SON

NEAR

SIMP
ESTANCIA

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Estancia. N. M.. Aug. 24. H. M
Simpson, living three miles north of
this place, died of consumption yes
terday and was buried here this afternoon. The deceased was aliout 33
years old and leaves a wife.

WILL SEMI- - CENTENNIAL

POSTS

Washington, D. C, Aug. 24. Secretary Tat't on his return to Washington will make an inspection trip,
which will include most of the principal western posts. He will bo accompanied by General Bell, the chief
of staff. The trip will have much to
do with the proposal to concentrate
the troops in larger garrisons, such as
are considered necessary under the
new plan approved by the president of
furnishing larger commands for senior army officers.
It 'a hoped that
Secretary Taft and General Bell will
Le able io visit some of the camps
of instruction before they are abandoned anil the troops start on their
homeward marches. It was General
Bell's intention to inspect some of
these camps and review the troops,
but he duds it difficult to leave Washington at this time.

OF A

SOCIETY
Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 24 The semicentennial of the Germanla, Saginaw's
most prominent German society, is
creating quite a stir among the
American
residents of this city.
The celebration of the jubilee, which
will last four days, will open this
evening with the official celebration,
an
affair of imposing magnitude. The program will include vocal
and instrumental music and a number
of addresses by prominent
German
citizens.
Tomorrow evenijig there
will be a band concert and garden
patty in the grounds of the Germania
society. Sunday afternoon there will
be a grand parade of the German societies and in the evening a singing
festival, in which singing societies
from Detroit, Cleveland, Ann Arbor,
and Lansing, will take part. Monday
wll; be Turners' day.
German--
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T.Mo Mliriiul Cln.

that coal rates

will be Increased but little over

the summer

prices.

News Item.

simply stated that he was resigning
because of business reasons. He has
been in the republic of Mexico much
of the time for the past year, looking
after the interests of a lumber comSLAND AND ON
pany, composed of American capitalists and operating in the state of
He U manager for the organization and now has the business of
the company in such an advanced
state that it will require all of his
attention la the future. For this reahe is resigning and deBlres to be
Professor Frye Returns Home son
El Paso Train Ran Into Freight
relieved by September 1.
speaking
In
successor
his
who
of
After an Absence of
In Kansas But None
might be. Captain Dame said yesternewspapers
day
guessing
that
the
had
Thirty-Tw- o
Were Killed.
Years.
failed as yet to make a good guess,
but that he was positive that it would
le none of the aspirants Harry F.
HIS WIFE SUES HIM ON
Lee, Harry p. Oweit.itr
V. E. Bayer TWO PASSENGERS COLLIDE
the candidates inenrfouil a few
ONLY ONE DEAni RESULTED
THE CHARGE OF BIGAMY days
ago by the New Mexican.
Co-lim-

Odessa, Aug. 24. Robberies and LITTLE JAMES STEWART
murders having become more frequent
here citizens have petitioned the governor general to double the police
IS SEVERELY INJURED
force and compel every house owner
to maintain three armed porters instead of one.
DIAMOND
ICE WAGON DASHED
INTO TELEPHONE
POLE,
RETURNS AFTER ABSENCE
THROWING DRIVER TO
OF THIRTY-TWYEAR8
THE GROUND.
Chicago, Aug. 24. Professor Chas.
Frye, formerly superintendent of the
James Stewart, aged 14 years, son
Chicago Normal school, and who re- of Mr. and Mrs. William Stewart, of
turned to his home recently after an block 1100 South Broadway, was
years, which he thrown from a "Diamond" Ic wagon
absence of thirty-twdeclined to explain, was arrested today this noon at the corner of Broadway
on a warrant charging bigamy. The and Cromwell avenue, and severely
proceedings were commenced by Mrs. but not seriously Injured, by a runaClara Goddard Herlseys, who declared way.
that he married her under the name
Stewart was driving the team on
of Charles Goddard. Frye gave bonds South Arno street, when the horses
and was at once released.
became frightened and ran away. They
turned at the corner of Cromwell
and dashed down the hill. Near
PECOS RIVER STAGE
the Santa Fe hospital they collided
with a telephone po, breaking It in,
The jar that followed the colROLLS DOWN MOUNTAIN two.
lision sent the boy, who had hitherto
kept his seat and a hold upon the
lines, to the ground. The boy got up
MRS. CHAS. CLAY IS SEVERELY
without assistance and walked a few
INJURED DOG
IN
LOST
feet, and then fell to the ground ia a
MOUNTAINS TWO DAYS.
faint. He was carried home and soon
J. E. Haines and Roderick Stover, revived. The' collision stopped the
who returned to the city last night horses.
from a fishing trip on the upper Pecos,
tell of the narrow escape of Mrs. Chas.
Clay, of this city, from being killed on SUDDEN DEATH OF
the Pecos Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay, who have been
sojourning on the Pecos for some time'
started home on Sunday In Thos. Bart-lett- 's
stage. Three miles below Win-sor- 's
AT ST. JOplace, on th Wlnsor hill, the WHICH OCCURRED
SEPH'S HOSPITAL THIS AFstage turned over and made several
TERNOONILL ONLY A
revolutions down the mountain side.
FEW DAYS.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay as well as the
driver, together with Mr. Clay's little
How uncertain is life is proven In
nephew and Mrs. Clay's dog, went the case of Mrs. Mamie
down the incline with the stage and
whose death
at St.
all the baggage. Mrs. Clay was pick- Joseph's hospital thisoccurred
at
afternoon
ed up unconscious and it is feared that 1:30 o'clock, as the result of an opershe is injured Internally. The other ation for appendicitis and a complioccupants of the stage escaped with a cation of diseases.
few bruises, and the horses were badTwo weeks ago Mrs. Comstock, who
ly cut and bruised. Mrs. Clay's dog was 20 years of age,
well and
got lost In the mountains and was not hearty, and was given whs
divorce from
recovered until two days after the ac- her husband and t!ie custody of her
cident.
only child, which itself w as a boon of
happiness, as the husband sought posMoney Market.
New York, Aug. 24. Money on call, session of It to the extent that Mrs.
strong,
per cent; mercantile pa- Comstock was afiah: that he would try
to steal it, and to t revent the occuper, 5'&6 per cent. Bur silver, Wc, irence
of such a thing had given the
child to the ( u. toily of her mother.
Then she was stricken with a sick-- 1
CAPTAIN W. E DAME
r.ess that confined her to bed. This
illness became morn severe and serl-iodaily tint 11 yesterday it was
TENDERSJESIGNATION
that mi operation would be necessary.
SAYS THAT HE
DOESN'T WANT
Mrs. Hatch, her mother, who reJOB ANY LONGER FOR
sides at 2 S South Walter street,
BUSINESS REASONS.
.stated this afternoon that the funeral
would probably occur on Sunday from
In keeping with otten published retl'.e
home at tin hour yet to be
ports tliat Captain W. K. Dame, inupon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hatch are
tended - resian as district clerk of
n
over the dea li of their
the Second Judicial disirict, che cap- daughter.
tain formally tend' red bis resignation
to Judge Abbott yesterday afternoon NO OPPOSITION TO
in the Judee's chambers at the
irt
MeCODREY'S NOMINATION
house. The request was very mili24. Congressman
.Jt. I.ouls. An-;- .
tary In that it was brief and to the Harry McCodrey was yesterday repoint. The captain was a Itougli nominated for congress by the repubKider, bt fore tie became clerk of the licans at direct primary. There was
court, aseeiiding to the iMisiiiou with no oppos.'ion.
the coming to New Mexico of Judge
1J. S. Baker, of Omaha, Neb.
New Vurk, Aug 24. Lead and copIn his resign.' ion Captain
Duuie per, firm; unchanged.
o

Hatch-Com-stoc-

i

1

t-

grief-stricke-

k,

Topeka, Aug. 24. At an early hour
this morning the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific train, known as the El Paso
train, westbound, crashed Into the
rear of a freight train three miles east
of Alta Vista, Kan., derailing a dozen
cars of the freight train, which were
arterward destroyed by fire. The crew
of the passengfr train escaped death
by Jumping, although the
engineer
was injured about the head and
snouiders. An unknown passenger
was also severely injured.
ENGINEER KILLED IN CANADA
IN PASSENGER WRECK
fat. I nomas, Ont.. Aug. 24. A Wa
bash special train, carrying two theatrical companies to Chicago, and one
Detroit and Canadian Pacific regular
passenger train from Toronto collided
on a crossing just east of this city
today. The engineer of the Canadian
Pacific was killed and the fireman and
baggageman of the same train were
seriously injured, tthe latter will probably die. None of the passengers of
ettner' train were injured.
BERNALILLO

and

Re-

Madl3on,

Aug. 24. Paul O. Stens-lan- d,
president of the Milwaukee Avenue State Bank of Chicago, was la
London, August 10, according to a
statement made In a letter from th
English capital received today by his
relative, Peer O. Stromnre, former
Chicago newspaper man. Siromme.
who knew Stensland well, writes that
he met the banker in London and went
to call on him later In Stensland's
apartments, but the banker had left In
the meantime for Flushing and south
Europe.' Stromme says that Stensland apparently had plenty of money.
,

Prison.

Gomez, In an interview in fall

later
the day, said: "I declare that I
have never had any knowledge of this
unfortunate eonflict and that if I had
conspired against President Palma's
administration, I have more than suffl- NOTIFIED TO
clent pride to boldly admit it now. You DEPOSITSORS
CALL AND RECEIVE 20 PERCENT
may assure the people of the United
Aug. 24. Receiver Fetzer
States that I have not conspired to ofChicago,
the defunct Milwaukee Avenue
disturb the peace and prosperity of
Mate bank sent out notices to five
my country."
In

Coal Dealers predict

In

PER CENT ON DEPOSITS

Seventeen Thousand Will
ceive Notice Later.

a oandlrtiit
anri vhA r

Interviewed

47

PAY

Five Thousand Were Notified

fnr nnul.
dent last
rruDtal
August 21 at his residence near Sanctl
opirius, province of Santa Clara, arrived here from rtatnhnnrk nn
nonlsl
train early this morning, and had been
escorted to me city Jail before his
arrival in the city became known.
RleZ. Who

av-eri- tie

E TO

20

Rebel Band Is Whipped and Dis
persed By a Detachment of
the Rural Guards.

Prices .

;

Orleans-Manchest-

HIS DANK BEGAN TO

ALS0BEEN ARRESTED

HAS

-.

-

i

to South Europe.

N

""-

San Francisco Sent S35.000 to the
Relief Fund For Her Stricken
Southern Sister.

Valparaiso, Aug. 24. There were
Oyster Bay, Aug. 24. President
Roosevelt today announced that e two slight earth snooks here last
has adopted the Carnegie reform night. Rain began falling again this
spelling and that he has Instructed the morning, increasing the suffering of
public printer that all official docu- - j the thousands who are living In teats.
ments from the White House, includ- - Many sought refuge in the houses,
ing the president's messages, shall be whose walls are in a dangerous state
printed in accordance with the recital- - of ruin. It is believed that If the rain
mendatlons of the spelling reform continues much longer a serious epicommittee .headed by Brander Mat- -' demic is sure to break out. About ten
thousand workmen are employed in
thews, of Columbia university.
This committee has published a list clearing away the ruins and in searchof three hundred words in which the ing for bodies. In the wreckage of
spelling is reformed. This list con- - one house workmen today found a
tains such words as "thru" and "tho" child alive in a barrel, which had proas spelling for "through" and "though.'1 tected it from harm. Among the sums
The president's sanction of this re- ' of money received here for the relief
form movement Is regarded as the of earthquake sufferers, $35,000 has
most effective and the speediest meth- - been received from San Francisco.
od of inaugurating the new system of
spelling throughout the country. It is SANTIAGO HAS A SECOND
SEVERE EARTH SHOCK
regarded as more than likely that the
Santiago, Aug. 23, 10 p. m. (Derespective heads of departments will
Another sefall in line with the president's ideas layed In transmission).
and have their official documents vere earth shock has just occurred
printed in the new spelling. The pres- - here.
ident will also utilize the reformed
TWO COMPANIES OF
spelling in all his correspondence.
VETERANS HOLD REUNION
Salamanca, N. Y., Aug. 24. The
WILL VISIT AMERICA IN INTEREST OF SHIP CANAL COMPANY members of the 154th and companies
Manchester, Eng., Aug. 24. Herbert II and H of the 37th New York VetM. ibson, the chief traffic superintend- erans' association are holding their
ent of the Manchester Ship Canal nineteenth annual reunion here today.
company, sailed today for America. Alexander Bird is president, J. O.
This is Mr. Gibson's third visit to Spencer, vice president; T. R. Ald-- j
America, and he will visit the leading rich, secretary, and J. A. Andrews,
is quite
ports and cities, as Improvements are treasurer. The attendance
under way for increased tonnage in large.
service,
the New
service NEWPORT HAS LARGE
and the Galveston-Manchest"COMING OUT" PARTY
and there are various matters awaitNewport, R. I., Aug. 24. In honor of
ing his attention in connection with
the service from New York, Philadel- the social debut of Miss Ethel De
phia, Boston, and St. Johns, N. S., to 'Koven. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reg
Manchester. Mr. Gibson will visit the inald De Koven, her parents have arship canal office in Toronto, Ont., and ranged a brilliant "coming out" party
spend some time In Montreal, Que., at Berger's. Nearly everybody who is
from which port there is a direct line somebody in Newport has been invited
to Manchester.
and the affair, which will be held this
evening, promises to be one of the
SHRINERS LEAVE AUSTIN
most Interesting and notable events of
IN SPECIAL TRAINS (the season.
Austin, Tex., Aug. 25. The Shrin-er- s
of Austin and several hundred THE DRINKWATER FAMILY
members of the Nobles of the Mystic
HOLD ANNUAL REUNIO
Shrine will start from here this evenNorthport, Me., Aug. 24. The aning in two special trains on their trip nual reunion of the Drinkwater famto Mexico, where the Shrlners will ily is being held today on the farm
have a big conclave. Members of the of Matthew Drinkwater,
near this
order from all parts of the country are town. The attendance is quite large
here, ready to start on the interest- and members of the family are here
ing journey. A number of stops will from many middle and western states.
be made by the excursionists on their
Spelter.
way to Mexico City. They will make
St Louis. Aug. 24. Spelter, weag.
a number of side trips from Mexico
$3.87V4. asked.
City before they return home.
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COAL Dr2i"P.
'
h.
r NEXT Wintft?

WALLS ARE DANGEROUS

Re-

N0T- I-

INCREASE.

HOUSES WHOSE

IN LONDON

He Denies Having Conspired By One Who Knew Him Well
Against President Palma's
But He Quickly Skipped

Tut dear puqlic

-

PUBUCDOCUMENTS

WAS SEEN

SCATTERED

Has Become Convert to Car- Continuance of Rain Will
negie's Spelling Reform and Doubtless Produce Serious
Epidemic. Many Are
Will Use It In
CORRESPONDENCE AND IN

STENSLAND

HIS TROOPS

A IN EALLS

SPELLING

Considered Great Thing For
form Movement As Departments Might Follow.

NUMBER 205

GOMEZ JAILED

GETS SHAKES

ADOPTS NEW

ALL

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING. AUbUST 24, 1906.

thousand depositors yesterday to call
at the bank and receive a 20 per cent
dividend on their deposits. It was tr
original intention to send out notice
to the entire 22,000 depositors simultaneously but on account of the difficulty in handling such a crowd, the
receiver decided to send out only five,
thousand notices today. Five hundred
thousand dollars in currency and cola
was taken to the bank yesterday la
preparation for today's work, one
hundred policemen in uniform and
about fifty men In plain clothes being;
Vacancy in Cabinet.
pro. at the bank at 7:30 this morning In
Durtn the vacancy of tho
taryshlp of tne interior, owing to the anticipation' of the opening of the.
resignation or senor Ofarrlll, who was doors at 9 o'clock.'
acting secretary, Senor Montalva, secSt. Louis Wool Market.
retary of public works, hag been given
St. Louis, - Aug. 24. Wool steady,
charge of all matters referring to
maintenance of public order. Senor unchanged.
Chicago Livestock.
Font Sterling, secretary of the treasChicago, - Aug. 24 Cattle receipts,
ury, will have charge of the adminis2500; beeves, 3.856.0; cows and
tration of military affairs.
heifers, $1.4005.20; stackers and feeders, 2.404.30; Texans, 13.65(3-4.5;i
Pilo Gurrera is Aggressive.
Pllo Gurrera with moat- nf hla mm. westernerns, $3.605.50; calves, 15.50
mand left San Juan De Martinez this
7.75.
mornin? with 1he- - nlitwr
Sheep receipts, ' 10,000,
. - it nvMinvlnv
market,
Guanes. situated rtn fhn cttimiilmi nf strong. Sheep, J3.505.60;
lambs,
the Western railway, whlcji Is not yet $4.7508.00.
, m operation. The traffic manager or
Kansas City Livestock.
the Western railway reports that
Kansas City, Aug. 24. Cattle retrains are running and the telegraph
line is operating to San Juan today ceipts 2,000; market, steody. Native
steers. $4.006.25; southern
steers.
witnout any interruption anywhere.
$2.704.00; southern cows, $2.00
Rural Guards Successful.
3.35; native cows and heifers, $2.00
The first encounter in Santa Clara 5.00; 8tockera and feeders, fc2.403
province occurred this morning. A de- 4.50; bulls. $2.O03.25; calves, $3.00
tachment of rural guards attacked an 6.50; eastern steers,
$3.506.00;
Insurgent band, commanded by Mi- western cows, $2.004.00.
guel Gonzales, between. Santo DominSheep, 2,000; strong. Muttons, $4.60
go and Colon.
5.50;
The insurgents were
lambs, $6.006.75; range
ewes, $4.25
scattered and some of their arms and wethers, $4.25&5.75;
ammunition was captured.
5.50.
Got

Arms for Insurgents.
Havana, AUK. 24. Ortpses tVrrara.
who was campaign
secretary
and
manager for Gomez, and who was with
him in New York several months ago,
was arrested in the city of Santa
Clara today on the charge of conspiracy. Ferrera is suspected of trying to
secure arms and ammunition in the
United States for use of the insurgents.
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JOINT STATEHOOD ADVOCATES
ARE STILL

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT
SANDOVAL
POLITICIANS FIGHT
ING FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT-SHIWILL DRAW JUR-OR8EPTEMBER 4.
P

IN

THE EIGHT

Defeated at Tucson, They Will Spring
a Surprise At the Bisbee

S

With the permission of Attorney
General W. C. Reed, Attorney Sum
mers Burkhart yesterday filed a writ
nf nun wArrnntn nrnnonHlnvu in tho
Second district court on behalf of Iknaclo Gutierrez and Fernando Armljo
against Petrotlno Martinez and Con
dado Gonzales, the latter being school
.directors of district No. 2. of Sandoval
county, the title of which offices the
proceedings are brought to test. The
petitioners claim that they were sum
marl'y removed by County School Su- perlntendent bilva, of Sandoval coun
ity, for some unknown reason, and that
the defendants of the suit were ap- pointed by the said superintendent to
fill their places.
They now want to
know upon what authority they were
removed and their successors appoint
ed. Hence the suit.

Conventions.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 24 While the!
republican primaries, held here yes--'
terday, elected a majority of delegates
to the county convention against
statehood, those in favor of Joint
Btatehood are not at all discouraged
and consider themselves yet in the
fight.
yesterday, the
At the primaries
statehood people made a great stand
against the antls, and the latter can
only boast of a majority of 3h votes.
It Is openly stated here today that
when the republican and democratic

convtntlons assemble at DUbee. where
It Is expected that the conventions
will declare against statehood, a big
surprise will be sprung on the antls
to the effect that all statehood advocates, regardless of politics, will be
asked to meet In convention, at some
other city a few days later and choose
delegates known for their fighting
qualities and who are heartily in favor
of Joint statehood.
The fight is on in good earnest la
Arizona, and the battle has not been
lost by any means by the statehood
people.

ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST; FIFTY

iSECOND

STATE

'

Judge Abbott yesterday announced
September 4 as the day for the draw
Ing of jurors for the ensuing year of
Bernalillo county court.
Yesterday, In chambers, Judge Ab
botl granted decrees in the following
divorce suits:
I nomas
was
Hliea
Mrs. Mabel
.granted un absolute divorce from Ben
jamiu F. Thomas, who was a plumber
in this city and left for parts unknown the early part of last year, on
the grounds of abandonment and lion
support.
I'M win Schanandore was granted a
separation from his wife, Anna Schanandore, on tho grounds of desertion.
Moth parties concerned In this case
are Indians. The man Is a southern
Indian and tho woman Is a Sioux from
South Dakota. They had been married
eight years and were employed for
some time at the local Indian school.
A year ago she left him and went to
hrr people ill Dakota.

ELECTRIC CAR

:

Berlin, Aug. 24. An Interesting:
celebration took place at Lichterfelde,
the other day, when Inspector boyer
celebrated the day when, twenty-fiv- e
years ago, he ran the first electric street car in the world, it was
In the year 1881, that Werner von
Siemens, the founder of the great
lierlin firm of Siemens & Hiilske. built
the first electric street car line from
tho Anhalt railroad station to
Herr Heyer was the first man
in charge of tho new conveyance,
uniting in hl.s person the functions of
driver and conductor. He afterwards
rose gradually to the post of chief
Inspector of the now enormously increased street railway system of that
part of lierlin. In honor of his Jubilee
Herr lieyer received a number of valuable presents from his employers and
his numerous friends.
I.ich-erfeld-

e.

FAIR OF IOWA
Des Moines, la., Aug. 24. The
Iowa state fair opens on the
fair grounds near this city today, and
everything indicates that it will prove
a record breaker. The fair will last
until August 31, Inclusive, and is said
to be the largest ever held In this
state. The premiums offered to exhibitors aggregate $40,000, a much
larger sum than ever offered at any
previous state fair in this state. The
grounds have been greatly improved
since last year and a number of fine
buildings have been added. Many interesting special attractions have been
engaged for this occasion, among
them Knabenshue, who will make
daily ascensions with his airship, and
IJberaU's famous band, which will
play on the fair grounds every
fifty-seco-

nd

ALBUQUERQUE
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oocococ-oo0-

dcr the management of McKeo Rankin
Mr. Majeroni was engaged iy inn
to support his star in
her tour of the United States. They
opened In San Francisco In ivreml-a- r
Tke CU'uco Publishing Company of last vcar, and he continued with
Miss O'Neill until the close of her
for tr.nwrto.lo. tbraock UM season. In lloston. in May last, when
at
he was engaged by Klaw & Krlanger
for the production of "The Prince of
lnrtla "
The rart of Princess Irene. ui
leading female role of "The Prince 01
India," will he piayea y
hn- mnde her nrsi r- r
i.i.i.
lame
poarBnC0 on the stage tinfler tfce man
Offltltl Paper orAlbuquerque
agement of rnntol Frohman at the
aad City of
Lyceum, tieR!w.
When E. H. Sota- janitilH fmt aftonetn DlipttcW.
lern Yimilnced 'Hamlet' Rt tne ttaraen
larprt City a4 County ClftuWI
Tk. I .mat Man Mallet CIrCalltlMt.
iTheater. Miss Keim was engaged to
l.rgwtHortK'mMrBMClfCTl'W'.
""
understudy the role ol JpnnB,

tilt
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Capital and surplus. $100,000

and addresses
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at- -

.
,,on of F p. Proctor, who engaged
IM her as leadin? woman for his Fifth
Stnr-nnmnanV.
'
Thndler
per month
gnp piayed fuiiy fifty different
... no . Burn --as- -t'eir- w uuiiikuui.
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
pnouo
employment of any Kina,
Silly by Carrier, 60c
call or write Abraham's EmployWHERE QUALITY
ment office, 120 West Silver
win t
EnvniQ
emm
-77Jli
2
EXCEEDS
at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
monthly.
originated
whm
r
She
there
etc.
"rnmlier'
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
Automatic, 379; ColoradoZSn.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
AND WAREHOUSE RESALARIES
llmtbtal Kitei Made Known on Application
WANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
Miss Keim also headed the
bookkeeper $200. Loans are quickly made and
competent
- 2
A
I
WANTED
Baltiof
In
pmnnnnv
t
an
nlavers
of
W". ito Wilt
6 at once. Apply for Information
uhra
strictly private. Time: One month
tttm U nmittaiKM ihouM t iddrHHi to more, and while there first inessayed
to one year given. Goods remain In
oince
Citircn
A.
C,
address
which
the male role of "Hamlet."
your
possession. Our rates are reasonsafe,
hand
second
fc,U
WAN
small
A
l
v
w niiifr liinui; o - " i
paysDM w in
Citi- able. Call and see us before borrowA.,
J.
cneap.
Address
must
be
iiuy
nnonrfM
"t'nrmen.
"
"
. .. n
.
ing.
" m
i
zen office.
Spanker," "Iay teazie, unsaunu, PHARMACY
HIGHLAND
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
-prlnColorado li As You Like It" and in other
WANTED A good woman cook to Steamship tickets to and from all
rtomkfle 183
reper
205 East Railroad Ave.
rinm roles In a very extensive
cook only one meal a day. Good
Q
parts of the world.
cook.
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
and Solicits
wages.
Must be first-clatoire. Vnder the management of her
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
father, Henry O. Keim, she piayea a
German or Swede preferred.
Ave.
315 West Railroad
GEN. LEW WALLACE'S season at the Harlem upera nuuw
miauie-agesteady
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED A
.
In New York, and subsequently, ior
1.CVT1CT
Open Evenings.
do cooking and general
woman
to
MatOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
a vear was leading lady at the Busn JtCli A 1ALLIAULL, 17L1111JI
addres
housework. Apply or
Chicago,
where
in
Theater
Temnle
Palry. Albuquerqug.
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler," V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Jersey
thews'
WIDELY READ STORY
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
eet of Teeth.
:nr.iin she ncotilred a wide experience Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, SoloGentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
In a large niininer 01 pans, repeiuuiB Go(cj crown
?6
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
clothing.
No. 615 South First street,
up
"Hamlet.
as
$1.50
Gold Filling
her success
south of viaduct. Senu address end
LAWYERS.
INDIA
Extracting
50c
Palnlew
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PRINCEJF
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA- - & 8ANTA FE RY.
man, who
middle-ageIra M. Bond.
THEY STOPPED AT
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR WAN TED A
AT LAW, 32 F street
work, to take ATTOR-'.'Ethe
understands
ANTEED.
charge of lawn and gro.unda at a N. W.f Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lias Been Dramatized and Will
THE HOLLENBECK
sanltorium. Good wages and board lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
to right party. German preferred. letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Be Put on the Stage
Call at The Citizen office for particR. W. D. Bryan.
ulars.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
The following residents of Arizona
Next Month.
que, N. M. Office, First National
New Mexico and vicinity were guests
FOR RENT.
Bank building.
Hollenlipck l.os An tries, re
at th
UaWQTJKRQUB, N. H.
room.
cently:
Furnished
E. W. Dobson.
r'
RENT
FOR
TALENT
VERY SUPERIOR
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
Thas. A. Stauffer. Photnix: J. W. I ROOM 12. N. T. AKMIJU ULILUI.NU.
quire 220 South Edith street.
HAS BEEN SECURED FOR T Havengton. Glol.e: Wm. Oliver, El
well block, Albuquerque, N. M,
tOK KfcN'r vjR SALE The new
aad Dirvctosm.
Paso: F. I. Proctor and wife, Cana
house at 814 South Arno st.
DENTISTS.
at
nea: S. W. Parrott. Bishee: Mrs. B. A FEW SMALL NOTES
Payment $12 per month. Address
4vunfm
iruimi
Klaw & Erlanger will present a very Dowdle, Cananea; Miss M. Dowdle,
M. w. FLOURNOY
Highlands, Citizen pr.ee.
.Tlee Pmtdeat
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
notable cast iu "The Prince of India, ' Cananea: J. W. Beecher, Kingman;
FRANK McKEB
Cashfer
rooms
Surgeon.
Dental
furnished
m.m
Three
RENT
FOR
EE
SANTA
FROM
R- - A. FROST
at the Broadway Theater, September f. n Kin? and wife. El Paso; B. D.
over
block,
16,
Aartslsat Cashier
41S North
Rooms 15 and
Grant
housekeeping.
light
for
24, when this great drama, founded on fainter. El Paso; J. V. Dunlap, El
H. r. BJbYNOUM
Dtret
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Second street.
General Lew Wallace's widely read Uaso: James Collins, Phoenix; F. O
by
Appointments
made
"phones.
Both
room;
furnished
Elegant
Wliile chopping wood with an axe FOR RENT respectable; no Invalids; mail.
romantic historical novel, will receive aErle and familv, El Paso; J. btaai,
fj. rx msPOfUTOKi.
;:i EEGRJ?V'"
close in,
its New York premiere. The title role, Albuquerque; L. T. Mansfield Phoe-- W. R. Kirkhara had the misfortune
D.
street.
D.
S.
Alger,
J.
Arno
410
Edmund
South
No.
cheap.
The Great Wanderer," known In the nix; C. S. Scott, Phoenix; E. Green- - to run a sliver of wood into his hand
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
AwOiorlaM OapHal
. .fSM.AOejat
novel and the ulay as "The Prince of wood. Prescott; Mrs. Harry Tuttle, and the member was badly lacerated FOR RENT A
8:30 a. m., to 12:0 p. m.; 1:30
U CiKAl, CMirptaa aa4 Prartts
$J60,000.
PaU
electric light and other modern con- hours,
Prof. Hiram Hadley, superintendent
India." will be acied bv Mario Majer- - Phoenix: C. Douglas Brown. Prescott;
App. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462.
veniences. 624 West Tljeras ave- pointments
onl. the son of Majeroni the Italian G. M. Edwards and wife, Mesa:' J. W. of nubile instruction, received a pn- by
mall.
made
DepoaMoty far Atokiaawi, Topeka A Saata F Railway Oompaay
nue.
actor. who made a great hit at the Bennie. Clifton; Dot Bennie, Clifton; I vate letter from Clayton, stating mat
DR7B.MrVILLIAMS,
Fifth Avenue Theater in 1878 In a Mrs. J. W. Bennie. Clifton; Florence the Union County Teachers' Institute FOR RENT Saloon in good location
and everything
repertoire which included "The Old Bennie, Clifton; John F. Pearce, wife Mn progress there Is meeting with suc- in city; fixtures
Dentist.
.
ready for business. Apply to ConCorporar and other plays of a similar and daughter, Albuquerque; J. m. cess. Prof. F. P. Carnes is the con
Offlce on Railroad avenue, over
v
WickCo.
Liquor
Cowell,
Henry
solidated
character.
Stark. Pnoenix;
ductor.
"Phone, Auto 203.
P.
jilss Amelia Miller, a recent arrival FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
The elder Majeroni was an actor tnburg; E. E. Jones, Tucson; Wm.
PHYSICIANS.
who became a soldier under Garibaldi. Richardson, Phoenix; J. S. McNeish, from Switzerland, was claimed as a
rooms, 2, 3, or 4 rooms; quite reDoug91(5 South
His wife was a sister of Rlstori, the BIsbee; S. S. Badger and wife,
bride Monday afternoon by Jake S.
spectable; convenient.
DR. R. L. HUST.
While las; C. W. Glendenning, Phoenix; J. Wolverton of Milford, Ind. The wed- famous Italian tragedinenne.
Broadway.
N. T. Armijo BIdg.
Office,
playing at the Fit'tn Avenue Theater, M. Stark, Phoenix; F. Williams and ding ceremony was performed by Jus- - FOR RENT Furnio'ued front room ;
Tuberculosis
treated with
Signor Majeroni's voice failed him, family, Cleburn, Tex.; R. Ling. Pres- - tlce cf the Peace Nihcolas Sena. The
furnished
also
outside entrance;
Current and
Electrical
and he had been off the stage for a cott; A. L. Manahan, BIsbee: B. F. groom is employed on the bridge force
board.
or
tent,
without
with
shaded
Germicide. Treatments given each
considerable time when he was en-- 1 Daniels, Tucson; J. J. Watts, EI Paso; Df the Denver &. Rio Grande railroad.
506 South Arno street.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
gaged by A. M. Palmer for the part Fannie Patton, uiobe; Mrs. J. t. pat- Another delegation of homeseekers
Both 'phones.
furnished rooms nurse In attendance.
ox Count de Carojac m "the original ton. Globe; Mrs. Chas. Nesbit, Globe; l8 expected to arrive at Santa Fe via FORRENT-NrewlDR. W. G. SHADRACH.
at the Minneapolis house, with or
production ol "The Banker s Daugut- - Mrs. m. j. urayaon, uione; r. vj. mo:- - the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rau-er.- "
without housekeeping, $1 per ween Practice limited to Eye, Ear. Nose
He remained in this role but a key, Bisbee; Jas. G. Cowen, Douglas; wayi bound for the Estancla valley,
and Throat.
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
also
few weeks, hla voice failing again. L. F. Fournler. Prescott; Frank A.
is
f
nrnsneetive
settlers
nrtv
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
Then he went to Ausralia. His wife, Hubbell and wife, Albuquerque Cor- - coralnK by way of the Chicago, Rock FOR RENT Houses, 3 to 5 rooms; coast
lines. Offlce, 313V4 West Rail
.
modern: also rooms for house
mane inland & Pacific railroad and win go
c. aubuw, mum;
j una juajeroni, starrer in mis coun-iueu- s
keeping. W. H. McMillion, real es road avenue.
try In "The Child of the State," and and family, Tucson; Chas. Melini, Al-- ,ntQ the valiey tomorrow from Tor-"THours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
tate broker. 211 West Gold avenue,
Galley Slave," under the man- - buqutrque; J. W. Woolf, Tempe; C. rance The destinations of both par- p. m.
num.,
w.
cottage
Brown,
iouglas
AND
Morir.
.,oa
.
frescou;
Cottages
CamDbel
v.a..in,.in
and
Bartlev
of
She
acement
Mcintosh and
aro
FOR RENT
flnta nnrt to Ave rooms. Very nice
UNDERTAKER.
went to Australia with her husband, iempe; ii. u. ncneu, lumuniuuc, ilrlt
where they played for many years Joseph Cope, Phoenix; E. P. Rlecker,
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
Colo., Red 115
characteristic
with success. The elder Majeroni Tucson; W. P. Williams, BIsbee; A.
tenants. Mrs. Norris, ruo. liu asi Auto, 'phone 316.
intenBe itching
Tlie
,. -A. BORDERS.
. ii.
In 1R81 tn Svrtnev Austral a nnd U Clawson ana Wlie, Wiweu
onH ecyema Is inBtantlV
vladcct.
of
avenue,
end
Coal
east
Commercial Club Building. Black
Mrs. Majeroni passed beyond In 1902, Edmunds and wife. Mesa; M. EscaJ- allayed by applying Chamberlain's
and White Hearse, $5.
ara, isogaies; ig. csuamra, iuKair . Saive
FOR SALE.
a cure for SKin diseases
in Melbourne.
iw th, 8ajve ,a unequaled. For sale by FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano in
ARCHITECTS.
Mario Majeroni made his first ap- u. is. retty, tTescoit; airs. n.
pearance on the stage in Adelaide, mero, Aiouquerque; w. n. r cih iucti, i aj druggists.
perfect condition. Apply 512 Soutn
wue,
fc.1
and V. O. Walling
iu.
F.
W.
Snencer
james
raBo;
.iiarr buu
Australia, in 1893, In support of Wao
O
Broadway.
,
Miss
Barnett building,
ford. Rooms
A drop uv ink iuay make millions
lter Bentley, the well known Scotch Paso; Miss Castillo, El Paso;
rooming
house.
A
SALE
FOR
M.
'phones.
Both
N.
Albuquerque,
Morgan,
Paso.
El
cuss.
tragedian. He afterwards played with
cheap. Over Farr's market, South
Myra Kemble, a famous comedienne,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Second street.
Ft. Bavard. N. M.. July 28, 1906.
Latter Maadt
and was for several years a prominent
for
triplicate
proposals
and
in
Sealed
buggy
hand
Second
SALE
FOR
ARE
SOME
J. R. Farwell.
Envalopaa
member of the stock companies of HERE
constructing approximately 28,000 feet
H.
saddle.
W.
harness; also
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
Williamson & Musgrove. He made his
Maada
Not
side
gutters
and
concrete
or
avenue.
of
brick
Gold
211
West
notable success with Brough & Boucl-cau- lt
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Program
WEATHER BUREAU JOBS walks at this point will be received FOR SAE Bicycle and general reIn tours of the principal places
until 11 a. m., Aug. 27, 1906, and then
Invitation
pair shop with fine set of tools;
in Australia and New Zealand and In
Thos. K. D. Maddicon.
opened. Information furnished on ap- Catalogue
good paying business. ' Porterfleld
MajerOffice with W. B. Childers, 117. West
1900,
Mr.
India and China. In
ac
,
right
to
U.
reserves
S.
nllcatlon.
m
r
o
.
.
u. D. tiivc.iiwc. uu.wu,
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
Gold avenue.
Blank Book
r
oni played In support of Wilson Bar- Uin ui UlllLC, Nit
I
any
ur
or
mi
cepi
rejeci
l
'.AU!:,.1J ' ."..
J.
rett during his last tour of Australia,
Hacalpt Book
anv nart thereof. Envelopes contain- - FOR SALE Soda Fountain.
VETERINARIAN.
making a success as the "Spider" In , 4w
Topham
should be endorsed
ini:- nroDosals
- jjh;
i
.hm
i
wm
i
III
Wit?
,4v
vuiuuiuo
ui
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
"The Silver King," and Casslo, in
rriitAra FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman
po-, "r tu"Vu
fPV?
tn
Office. 424 North Second street
"Othello." While Nance O'Neill was civil service examinations for the
piano, In fine condition and almost
uu
in
the
observer
of
sition
assistant
In othar word
,.'
making her last tour of Australia un- For particu- Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35,
new, at a bargain.
Rooms
weather bureau will be held October P - am.
w turn out
747.
Auto.,
'phone.
Residence
offlce.
lars,
at
this
cll
17, 1W6. at the following territorial
mvarythlnga
Mavbe It Was Ink
Rare
My general store.
SALE
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
and nearby points:
prlntar know
Samm.i Tucker was a caller at FOR
.
chance for some one to secure an
Phoenix,
and Tucson, Art- - ,h New Bra offlce Tuesday.
how to do
Sam
Engineer,
Mechanical
and
Electrical
P.
Address,
established business.
zcna.
not
l.(rttln
a
did
It
in
nncket.
hn.l
hla
,
&
Agent
Co.
.,
.,
Fairbanks,
;
Morse
,.
,
..
.
for
"
M., Pueblltog, N. M.
i
ui am
iwuver, iuurBiis", rr i. v,uiiuin, f
,h ,irl1
that takes nwav
and gasoline engines a specialty,
,
FOR SALlC A well established gen Gas
,oio. nnon,e.g
Pueblo
and
'innidaa.
Junction.
(O.)
New
Haviland
avenue. Auto
906 West Railroad
,
......
.
IV
I .. I ' .
X'rt.w
good
doing
store,
merchandise
eral
..cn
6"i',
aiiiiihui.i 'i ie au uis
sk
'phone, 179.
I
'
Mexici.
business. In good country town; matic
store
selling;
good
for
reasons
Enid. Guthrie and Oklahoma Cliy,
TITLES.
EXAMINER
OF
Children.
Summer uiarrhoea in
)KdhC
I
building and dwelling for rent or
During the hot weatu r of the sum
Oklahoma.
ESTABLISHED 1873. 0
H. R. WHITING,
"OLD RELIABLE."
sale. P. u. box 218.
Austin, Dallas, El Paso, Houston, I mer niontus the first unnatural loose-Street,
119
First
Second
No.
South
have
should
a
San Antonio and Waco, Texas.
bowels
ness of
child's
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
National Bank building,
Applicant
for Information In rela- - Immediate attention, so as to cneck
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fouAlbuquerque. N. M.
tion to the examinations and for ad- - the disease before it becomes serious.
rooms,
all newly furnished,
Examiner and abstracter of land
missio.i to the same should be ad - All that Is necessary 13 a few doses
painted and papered. The best paythose of Spanish and
?
dressed to tne V. S. Civil Service cf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
ing property in Albuquerque. Any titles, Including
origin.
Commission. Washington, D. C.
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
offer acceptable. Call or address C, Mexican
Very r speet fully,
of castor oil to cleanse the system.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
TEACHER OF PIANO.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
CHARi.KS E. LINNEY,
Rev. M. O. Stockland, paBtor of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Minn.,
Falls,'
M.
707
E. churci, Little
Section Director.
Fay
C.
tlrst
Leonard,
studio
Miss
1
scale,
writes: ' vVe have used Chamberlains FOR SALE One 1Buffalo
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Primary pupils a
ice box. capacity North First street.
marble counter,
In Self uefense
2
Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
In
per
in the Southwest.
50c
lesson.
specialty;
Parties
power
1 ton. 1 ice machine,
Major Milium, eunor and manager or for several vears and find it a very
or
write
call.
terested
2
power boiler,
engine, 1
imminence, ivy., Va luabln remedv. esneelallv for 8Um
tne
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
wnen ne was nereeiy attacnea. iour mer disorders In children." Sold by all
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
AND
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
years ago, l.y piles, nought a oox or druggists.
v
Window ecreens, 7 cents per foot.
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
uuemen a Arnica saive. or wrcn ne
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
A home made door, with trimmings. T RAILROAD AVENUE.
Michelbnrh's, Old Town.
says: "ii cured me In ten dts and
If you want somo GOOD lights, you
$1.25.
for
PURE
no trouble since. Quickest healer or better talk with Mitchner.
merchandise
FOR SALE General
We are making window screens an
?r
htirilR
unl'PR. CMtR ami
business on the El Paso and South mortised
as strong as
together,
Give us your ROUGH DRY worn
at .!! druEcists
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
,4
western In eastern New Mexico. a door, for 7 cents and
sauare
foot. A
a
Monday, and get is dsck weanesuuy.
$20,000. Fine
$13,000
to
Stock
that
or
screen
Try a Citizen Want ad.
door,
Imperial
Co.
exparty.
Can
for right
are simply a "terra Incognita" to the
any door shipped in nere
will
plain good reason for selling. Lo from outlast
man who never trkd them. If we tit
east, together with trimthe
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad mings, for $1.25.
IN THE
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
pamper.
dress Inquiries to this
equipped namely, with a shower atWe make the regular shop made
cost,
tachment, the comfort, coolness and
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER screen doors that have always
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
summer days and night will make you
FOR NEXT WINTER
TO STOCK
AND
SUPERIOR LUMBER
our friends for life. Ask us about
W. H. HAHN 4. CC
PLANING MILL CO.
prices.
o
Will do more Cleaning, more
o
Ivvcry old sore exists because of a polluted condition of the blood. This
A Mvsterv Solved.
We carry the finest line of garden
advertising
you
Shining, do it Better, with
want results In
If
vital fluid is infected with some genu or obi taint, or perhaps has been left
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
In the city.
ad.
want
hose
less Labor, and Wear on the
in an unhealthy condition from a lon spell of sickness, or the trouble may biliousness and habitual constipation try an Evening Citizen
New
Kings
Dr.
sata
any
was
germs
poisonous
that
be
artimvsterv
is
blood
and matter with which the
Hands than
other
inherited. The
urated force an outlet on the face, arms, legs or other part of the body and Life Pills solved for me," writes John ' NOTICE TO SUM- cle Costing Doable its Price.
Standard Plumbing andlHeating Co,
form a sore or ulcer. This being continually fed bv a polluted blood supply, N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind.to Ihe
MER WANDERERS.
M your dcalrr hum "
give
guaranteed
Dills
onlv
are
Colo., Red 284.
that
grows red and angry, festers and tats into the surrounding flesh until it
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
ubbtttui
Borax. Ittk n
Writ u.
to everybody or
S rcnta giving ockier i nKmt, ml
forbecomes what is very aptly termed an "old sore." The relief produced by perfect satisfaction
Evening
Citizen
Have The
ai an arug
w will maJ viu a packag and mcluc
refunded. Ouly
external treatment is only temporary. The only treatment that can do any money
warded to your address when H
Adams, PACIF.S
lllvrtrnltd rmiWI.
gists.
reyou
COA6T VOKAi. CO , Cn.cago. 111.
go away on your vacation. S
is
good
purifier
a blood
real
that goes to the very root of the trouble and
a paid up sub- - 1
IUKIIII.IIPU
If you are no
moves the cause, and fur this purpose nothinir equals S. S. S. It drives out
ABU
WUMtflt
WIN
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
sV-ascriber. please let us know when
)'
for unimturml
from the circulation all morbid matter and germs, even reaching down to
yTl
forwarded,
...
paper
you
W la I to
.M1iii
UatlQ,
a
A
it;
order the
hereditary taints, and by cleansing the blood heals old sores permanently.
PAINT Covers more, loous best, wears the
SUER.J
and aliw let us know If you de--Dot lb suiciuTf.
tlitfi lurUt.
i f ifiliruU
S. S. S. not only removes all taints and poisons from the blood but builds it
adlongest, most economical; full msure.
your
ntui uu: WtllP
home
J:i)ul4.
at
4
sire
stopped
iBLtf.
it
B0BAX SOAP
up by supplying it with the rich,
itVANSChcM'Cl' CT
ut or
properties it needs to
BUIIJJlNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
dress. Be careful to give post- keep the system in health. S. S. S. makes pure blood and a sore must
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
In
address,
office,
street
if
or
hotel
or Ur,l in Diain wrantaor.
r
Saves Hands, Ctoth.es and Labor
heal if the blood is pure and healthy. Hook on Sores and Ulcers and
ty txpr, rrrpaid, tut f all cases.
1
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
FIRST
lKitUr-UO.
1
All Grocers
ir
medical advice free
JH SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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Albuquerque i. going to grow, nd grow fart, million, of dollar, worth of improvement, are being lined up and .oon be-- under way.
If you want to
the ground
Poor buy .om. of the.e beautiful 50 foot lot. in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS a, from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only
Inth-down-$5$5.00
.00
per
no
interest
v.a oi Willie iw luuauaicu uuoKici, or rree auiomoDiie nae to tne property.

a deal which was closed yester

a partnership

EVENING

be-

tween Harry Slmrng of Cnlcago end
raBK wimaras or Ureeley, Colo., and
mis nrm bought of William A. wil
liams the Valley ranch, a well known
resort on the Upper Pecos. At the
same time Harry Slmms acting for
ms Dromer, neroert Simms, Dougni
the Red House ranch property adjoining the Valley Ranch, of Mrs. S. N.
Ivaughlln, one of the owners of the

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

Eaton land grant. The consideration
In both cases was private. The new
owners will occupy the premises Sep

tember

ARMY SURGEON DISCOVERS
NEW SPECIES

OF TROUT

JUDGE FIELD DISPENSES
National League.

'

At Boston

R.

St. Louis
Boston
Batteries Powell and
Winter and Carrlgan.

3

i

9

E.
o

6

1

--

1

York

3

1

National League,
At Chicago

R. H. E.
Chicago
5 11 3
Philadelphia
3 10 2
Batteries Overall and Kling; Dug
gleby, Dooln and Donovan.
At Sr. Louis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
8 8 1
1
Boston
5 4
Batteries Brown and Marshall;
Dorner and Needham.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
Pittsburg
7 10 1
New York
3 10 4
Batteries Leever and Gibson;
Ferguson and Bowerman.
At Omaha
Des Moines

R. H. E.
4

0

9
5

7
Omaha
1
Batteries Cicotte and Dexter; Mc
Neely and Gonding.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
Sioux City
0 5 3
4 12
Denver
Batteries Dockenson
and Hess;
Staciier and Zalusky.
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
Lincoln
l 3 0
Pueblo
0 2 2
Batteries vones and Zinran; Minor
and Rlnnicke;

American Association.

At Kansas City

Kansas city
Toledo
Second gam-eKansas City
Toledo
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Columbus
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Louisville
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Indianapolis
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GOV. MAGOON, TEDDY'S

"MAN ON THE SPOT."

3
9
4

o
2

3
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IN

SMALL PARAGRAPHS

hi-li-

Office at Santa Fe, N. M
yj. H'"i;.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notic
f his intention to make final proof

support of his claim, and thnt said
proof will be made before the United
Siates court commissioner at San Rain

(r

fael. N.

M

,

on OetoU--

r

5. Ifm,:

viz-

!.;.er(.iiitv ; no bnj; w.'ii'.iu.i;
i.luan Garcia, 2d. tor the NW
Sec.
A.;.ly H.i;:an's Magnolia iialm
Twp. 11 N It. 8 W.
you'll hac a smooth,
o.ir i.u'f
H, names the following witnesses
i:u.i-.;- i
..utj.lexion.
It is u (Ulicaulv to prove his continuous
n
up'
wllii'll pll! VOUtlltlll
j Ill: ::hon, ami cultivation of, said land, viz:
Kijju
:
vlierc
ap-!of
njje lgin to
:UV
Masiiionio Ramirez, Ramon Serna.
,
r. i.
t he nUiii (if Iriykli-!..lose Rafael Chavez. Ilidal Chaves y
fallowavsa iiiij other blcmiahis.
Momoyi', all of San Rafael N M
ai-.- i

1

re.-hie-

lc.-;r-

,

pim-pl.s-

MANUEL

It. OTERO.

Register.

Consolidated
MELINI

Liquor Co.

Successors to

EAKIN, and BACHECHI

A GIOMI.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. 8HLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOW8TONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBR ACER'S

Shaw has taken steps to increase the
deposits of public moneys In the national depositories In various parts of
the country to $50,000 each, the
amount authorized by law. It affects
about 150 banks and will aggregate
about $3,000,000 additional deposits.

Doan'a Ointment Cure Eczema and
itching piles Albuquerque People
necommena It.
One application of Doan's Ointment
stops any Itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, itching piles, salt rheum
any skin eruption or skin Itching. It
Is the cheapest remedy to use,
be
cause so little of it is required to
bring relief and a cure. Here Is Albu
querque testimony to Drove It:
Mrs. R. E. White, roomlnar Tiouse
202 North Second street, says: "There
came to my notice some time ago a
case or eczema cr of some disease of
the skin, which had resisted all the
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at a drug
store and a course of the treatment
commenced. It gave positive relief.
after an application or two, and upon
a continuation of It for some time, the
annoyance ceased. Thlg information
should be of untold value to residents
of Albuquerque who are in quest of an
article upon which they can depend
to cure any itchiness of the skin or
eruption thereof."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MUburCo., Iluffalo, N,
Y., sole agents for the United States
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
56

Treasurer.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

;

to Increase amounts
in national depositories
Washington,
Aug.
24. Secretary

stops any itching.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard

brands of whiskies

too numerous to nu.ition.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries.
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN imOTIIERS
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BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT
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J. D. Eakin, President
0. Gloml, Vice President.

left-hand-

What do you think of a judge who
defies Time and sits on the bench and
actively dispenses justice when he
has passed his 91st birthday.
That is Justice Chas. Field, one of
the kindliest and most able gentlemen
in the country, who is on the bench at
Athol, Mass.
He was a presidential elector In the
time of Lincoln.
In June of this year he disposed of
three cases In one morning, then wen;
to Gardner, 13 miles away, and disposed of eight cases. He walked a
mile from the court room to the railroad station. His figure Is erect and
his step firm.
His regular bill of fare is something
like this: Morning, oatmeal and rich
milk, the oatmeal being cooked for at
least eight hours; at noon, beef stearf,
roast mutton or roast lamb, with a
single, hot, mealy, baked potato, no
JUDGE CHAS. FIELD.
other vegetables; at night, a simple
gruel made from Eskay's Food.
abundance of outdoor exercise.
I
"At present," said the Judge, "I eat have always walked a great deal, and
no fruits and almost no vegetables, played outdoor games.
not even brown bread, although I am
"Years ago I made a record of
very fond of it. Occasionally 1 make bowling, which Is even now hard to
use of a little corn bread.
excel, making a string of 13 strikes
"This rigid care In regard to diet a score of 300 the most that is dos- seems to be necessary to keep In good jsihle to make in one string."
working order, and I much prefer to
His uniform good health he attrlb-- !
forego the pleasures of the table in utes to a good constitution, to a men-jtorder to keep the bodily powers in
attitude which is Inclined to cheer-- :
excellent working condition. Formerly fulness, and to looking on the bright
I drank strong coffee, but now drink side, a temperate use of food
and
no coffee at all. Throughout my life drink, and to the enjoyment of outI have made it a point to get, great door life on every possible occasion.

Special Correspondence:
Las Cruces, N. M.. Augr. 21. The
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Scog- gins is reported very sick with trnhoid
SOME
INTERESTING
fever.
The Santa Fe railway is erecting
TOPICS FROM DEMING a large steel water tank in place of
the old wooden one now standing.
Airs. ay bperry, wife of Fay Sper- ry, cashier of the First National Bank.
Special Correspondence:
Deming, N. M., Aug. 21. L. R. has returned from a trip to her home
Scholl, a mining man from Globe, in Iowa.
Mrs. R. L. Young, wife of the presiAriz., is in Deming to remain a few
dent of the Mesllla Valley Chamber
days.
of Commerce, has returned after a
George L. Shakespeare,
editor of
visit to friends and relatives
the Headlight, left for parts west on month's
in Kansas and Missouri.
the El Paso & Southwestern.
He
The sale of the Torpedo mine, has
will be absent for several days.
Dr. Swope's two new residences on at last been consummated by Receiver
Gold avenue are rapidly nearing com- Galles. The purchasing party is Geo.
J"S8C
1 orrmuoH io
pletion, and they will be as neat cot- E. Fitzgerald, of Chicago. The consideration was $300,000.
tages as there are in the city.
The base ball game Sunday reMrs. Jackson, who has a very valuable claim two miles south of town, sulted In Las Cruces being beaten to
By C. L. CHESTER,
tune of 9 to 10, 'by the team from
left Saturday for Silver City, where the
Special
Organ.
Photographer.
were
Rivera
Brlto
and
the
he will remain for several weeks.
One of the heaviest rains that has battery for the locals.
Covernor
C.
E. Maeoon at hl desk
President Foster of the Agricultural In
fallen here . in years fell Saturday
the office of the governor of the
night, there being a precipitation of college has received application for canai zone, j. c. C. building, Panama
of an inch in a little rooms in the new girls' dormitory to Republic of Panama.
nearly fill the building. It Is expectever aa hour.
Governor Magoon was appointed by
James Black came In from his ranch ed that the number of students will President Roosevelt and la held reand says a heavy rain full there last break all previous records.
Henry D. Bowman, the president of sponsible for all matters pertaining
Saturday night. He was accompanied
to the munlclnal government of the
by his family, who will remain In nnft'tnnn'fi Imnlr rMirnat the latter canal zone, and represents the presi
part of last week from Albuquerque, j
town for a few weeks.
Ralph C. Ely returned from a l.usl-nes- s wueie lie weuL 10 aueu & uicuwus
trip to points west on the El Paso of the executive committee of the
& Southwestern.
Mr. Ely lg inter- Bankers 'association of New Mexico,
ested in some mining properties out of which he Is a member.
The rifle team of Company A, New
that way and has been looking them
Mexico National Guard, left Monday
over for about a week.
Ivou Young, Dwlght
Stevens and night for Las Vegas to attend the terChris Raithel of this city, and C. A. ritorial rifle contest for the Haser-ma- n
cup. The team Is composed of
Farnsworth of Silver City, left for
Denver, Colo., where they will take First Sergeant Edward C. Wade, Jr.,
part in the National gun shoot to be Sergeant Walter Ames. Privates Robheld there during the week. Stevens ert Buvens, Clay Newberry and John
and Raithel made the holiest scores Hyatt.
!
In thiu oliv
in the recent shnor
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and they expert to get some of the
money In the Denver shout.
(H. E. No. f,2T9.)

A way
co look Young.

1

0

4
6

Batteries Townsend and Bemls;
Orth and Klelnow.
At Washington
R. H. E.
Washington
1
7 1
Chicago
4 8 0
Batteries Falkenburg and Warner;
Patterson and Sullivan.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
7 14
Detroit
6
Philadelphia
6 9 1
Schmidt
Batteries 'Mullln,
and
Payne; Dygert. Coakley, Waddell and
Schreck.

LAS

JUSTICE AT AGE OF 9

HOW JUDGE CHAS. FIELDS, OF
ATHOL, MASS., KEEPS UP A
WORKING VIGOR AT ADVANCED
R. H. E.
AGE.

At New York

PLAYERS
Chicago, III., Aug. 24. The most
original and Interesting golf tournament ever played in this part of the
country
began yesrday on the
links of the Midlothian Goir Club. It
is a golf tournament of
players, with nearly seventy-liventries. Among the prominent players
taklnj part In the ' joutnpaw" tournament, are Richard Fitzgerald,
the
champion
plaver of the
Midlothian club; F. A. Heimer. P. H.
Bliss, C. W. Hinckley, John H. Trumbull, J. J. McDonald. F. L. Niley, L.
W. Pitch r, H. F. Godman, W, H. Harris. George Lindsay, E. P. Cockrell
and Percy V. Castle. Competition is
at 36 holes, medal play, handicap, and
a gold medal will go to the winner.
A cup will be presented to the player
with the best net score, and another
to the runner-up- ,
while the unfortunate who produces the highest gross
score will receive a prize, the nature
of which Is clothed In mystery by the
committee in charge of the tournament. A large gallery was present
at the opening of the contest, this
morning.
LEFT-HANDE-

O'Connor;

Cleveland
New

h.

v.ettern League.
new species of trout has been discovered In the west fork of the Gila
river, which has its rise In the Mogo- llon mountains of New Mexico, by Dr.
E. L. Munson, major surgeon of the
United States army stationed at Fort
Bayard, N. M.
Major Munson lias been on a hunting trip aiong the headwaters of the
Gila and tells of the new trout In the
report made by him to the department
commander. He calls it a "cut throat"
trout; and as sent specimens of it to
Washington for classification.
Many cliff dwellings were found by
Major Munson on his trip, and the
time they were occupied is placed by
the surgeon as antedating the Egyptian pyramids. He reports that beams
of the juniper tree, used to keep the
walls of the dwellings from caving
in, were found in good condition'not-wlth8tandin-g
the hundreds of years
that the cliff dwellers subsisted on
corn and other vegetables, but that
the land in the neighborhood of their
villages along this fork of the Gila became unproductive and they were
forced to emigrate to escape starvation. The sites of the cliff dwellings
were chosen with regard to being
easily defended and shows that In addition to the unproductiveness of the
ground the ancient race inhabiting
this section had to contest wlih savage tribes.
Major Munson also reports that the
Sapello valley, which at one time supported fifteen or twenty lamilles on
large ranches has been overgrazed until only one ranch remains in it.
A

three-fourth-

GOLF TOURNAMENT OF

1.

Herbert Simms. who Is now In Chi
cago, will return at once to Santa Fe
to make preparations for taking up
his residence on the Pecos. Harry
Simms, accompanied by Frank Wil
liams, was in 8anta Fe yesterday
from the Pecos Valley ranch. Accord
ing to their statement, the ranch Is
to be converted Into a winter ana
summer resort and considerable mon
ey Is to be expended on the property
at once.
In speaking of the deal and the
plans for Improving Hie ranches Mr,
Slmms Bald:
"By Joining these two properties,
the lands will include Ave and a half
miles of the upper Pecos river on
both sides. The climate, scenery, fish
lng and hunting are of the best and
we will make tnls a feature for tourists and healthseekers. Cabins will
be erected along the river, suitable
for camping parties and tourists. We
will also board any one wishing to
spend a vacation at the ranch. The
Bale also includes all of the equipments now there, a number of horses,
one hundred and eighty head of Poll
Angus cattle and several hundred
range cattle and ponies. We will have
plenty of fresh milk, butter, eggs and
fresh meat and the place will be conducted as a sanitarium as well as a
ranch. New Mexico Is good enough
for me and my brother and we expect to make it our home for the

lb

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7: (I
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:51
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:46 p. m., departs

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

eta

First and Marquette

p. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:Ji
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. va., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 12:05 p. m departs i;45
p. m.

AS A SPECIAL

"

"

train, departs at

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.

Southbound.

No. 27 El Paso
P. m.

'

Albuquerque, New Mexico

12:35

Detroit Jewel Ca Range No.
Terme, $5 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Caa Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrlp-lio- n
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
52-1-

$21.00.

Local freight train, No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
rlei passengers.
Arrives From South. .
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:j

25-1-

a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and

dent In ail matters pertaining to musan Francisco.
nicipal affairs on the ishtbmus.
Governor Magoon. like all big men All trains dally.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
Is a hale fellow well met, and at the
game of diplomacy meets the approval
or both the liberals and the conservatives. In many respects the municipal
government as established in the
canal zone, Is practically the same as
was established by our government
Immediately upon our acquiring pos ...SANTA
session of Cuba and the Philippines.

D.5R.G.sysfcm
FFbRANCII...

Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.

Westbound.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
COK NCR 4th A NO GOLD

O'REILLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
--

No. 426.

Stations.

No. 425.

pu

li

3:00 am
Pueblo
11:05
4:35 am
Colo. Springs
9:40 pm
A
30
7:
r. Denver Lv.
am
7:00pm
12:51 pm
Espanola
1:26 pm
H:D0 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 nm
3:00 pm
Barranca
11:36 pin
4:02 pm
Servilleta
10:29 Dm

4:32pm

Tres Pledras
10:00pm
Antonlto
8:10 pm
8:30pm
Alamosa
6:40am
Enibudo
2:llpm
12:26pm
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where t:ood meals are served.
C:45pm

Connections.
At Antonlto, fur Durango, Silvertoi
anil intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and

intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS HOYAL
GOKtJK. Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
a. S. BAKNEY. Traveling Freighl
and passenger Apent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver. Colo.

DRUGGISTS
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
K

(,

K

I
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DIES AFTER

AGE CANNOT QUENCH
AMBITION OF THE OLD
XX0CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX0Oi

Published Dully and Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company
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A

BRIEF ILLNESS

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

Samuel M. Hendricks. 99 years and 4 months old.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
has Just Joined the bricklayers" union at U-- Angeles.
n
Here
Ai.cin
o.
Onl., and has started Into Journeyman's work. It s never
inn late to work. One's never too old to enUr into
succumbs From uiaDeies
employment that suits him. Here's wishing success to
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
in spirit.
at El Paso.
Headquarter Republican Territorial Central Committee, Hendricks, who, In spite of his years, Is younjc atrophied
Is not
Is
made
manhood
which
stuff
of
The
16,
1906.
August
M.,
N.
Santa Fe,
His old body is no grave
A meeting of the members of the Territorial Repub- In him. He Is no quitter.
WAS A N0TED1ETALLUKGIST
lican Central Committee of New Mexico Is hereby called yard.
of
city
In
the
Club
Commercial
to assemble at the
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
Sarah Hall Doremus of Tarsippany, N. J., H3 years For Years Superintendent of the
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September B, 1906, for the purpose of calling and setting nll l described na alert and cheerful, with serviceable
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
Guggenheim Smelter at
a day for the meeting of the republican convention to eyes and strong hands, and she has an opinion as to
con"Ambi
Sixtieth
common
lot.
the
to
delegate
escaped
the
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
why she has so long
nominate a candidate for
El Paso.
gress of the United States and to transact such other tion, combined with a regular outdoor life, ' she says,
merit continued patronage.
business as may properly come before the meeting. cltl-e- accounts for her survival. Ambition at K'3 Is something
Yesterday afternoon. The Evening
f . nnveitr. Indeed, life at that age is rare. But could
Proxies will not be recognized unless held by
Citizen announced the departure of
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
of the same county of which the member who gives there be life without ambition?
Henry Lock.iart for El Paso, but as
resident.
a
is
proxy
the
Mr.
Austin
no news of the death of
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
Every member of the committee is urgently reWe live by the desire to live. When purpose ceases had reached this city, as far as known
quested to be present in person, as matters of great life begins to shrivel. We may be a long time dying, to the newspapers,
out
given
was
it
and overcoats for small andjarger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
moment to the people of the territory and to the repub- hut the nrncess of death begins the instant ambition that Mr.
had gone to the
of.
disposed
and
considered
spirit
discussed,
pass
will
following
many
the
linger,
be
party
lican
City on a visit. Tne
leaves us. The pity is that so
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
dead and the body a portable sepulcher. But they never article, taken from the El Paso Her
the sudden
CHARLES V. SAKFORD, Secretary.
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
Ilneer long. Ambition, virility, zest in the things of ald, elves the account of metallurgist.
life, are the vital forces. When those are dead the reet death of the
ana
of Mr.
who was the
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
is not long In following.
Mrs. Henry Lockhart, of this city:
INTERVENTION IN CUBA
It is possible the United States government may
Account of Hit Death.
As a matter of fact, the world has not owed much
food be called to act as a Jury in determining a ques- to Its centenarians.
After en Illness of only a few days,
Fine Clothing and
Those who have passed the cen
Fine Clothing and
Los
says
the
Cuba,
in
regards
conditions
as
serious untion of fact
all that the world can which was not considered
They
few.
Furnishings
deserve
are
mark
Furnishings
turv
the
country
S.
has
T.
treaty
this
til the last hours of his sickness,
Angeles Express. Under a
give them though they aBk nothing, and, indeed, are Austin,
superintendent, of the southprivilege, or rather has assumed the obligation, of Innothing that anybody aside from themselves ern denartment of the American
tervening with military force to preserve order in the aware of
Rpflnine company, with
can
do for them. They have solved more clearly than Smpltl
new renubllc.
living, headquarters In El Paso, died Wedncs
right
of
secrets
philosophers
essential
the
all
the
poliThe question is, when to Intervene. Partisan
The. man- ho nf humble tiositlon and mav have made a dav nleht of diabetes at his home
tics seems to be the correct diagnosis of the present small murk In the world. Thev may have hugged nu- - near tne t,i raso Minin,
the
novelty
in
of
little
is
Cuban indisposition, and there
The deceased was one of the best
mllity to their soula all their lives. Their purposes in
familiar struggle of the "outs" trying to get Into office.
known smelting men in the United
view
general
insignificant
from
may
the
been
have
life
States; he was 51 years of age, and
In the United States there is probably Just as much bitBut they have won a success which all of us try leaves a wife and daughter, Miss
terness and rancor between parties as In Cuba, and point.
purposes
Their
to win and in which most of us fall.
democrats in this country are quite as vehement in calllife what the electric current Is to the tele- The wife was not present when Mr.
ing Mr. Roosevelt a dictator and horrible example of which are to trolley
we can sell you
line have been right and in accord I Austin passed away, but her sister
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nothing
cheaper
laws,
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universal
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our comrepublic in their remarks concerning the overbearing with the eternal and wholesome purpose.
Mrs. Austin had been wired to come
against a fixed and
petitors.
HSR
conduct of Senor Palma.
when it "was seen that his illness was
have the unfortunate habit
taking a serious turn, but she was unBut the
First.
We
are in our
able to reach El Paso in time to Bee
of' grabbing guns and going on the warpath when the
her husband alive. She was on a sunv
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Half the world does not know how the other half
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think
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arrangements
lives;
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executive
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chief
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were
prices; biggest discounts.
funeral
regard charges against the
campaign hot air, and to the plaintive walls of General to their own business the remainder would be all the and when she arrived she was so com'
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a national reputation, and no man in
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counted.
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past
business
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In the name of arithmetic, how can they buy in an' one of tne most important smelting
where and how to buy.
thing but small quantities when every dollar must be positions In America, that of district
FREE TRANSPORTATION DOOMED
apportioned among a dozen wants, and an excess of any sujierintendent for the biggest smeltFURNITURE, CARPETS
It has been timely suggested by the San Francisco one when there Is a reduction in the market means go- - ing concern in the world, having Jur
Chronicle that persons holding railroad passes, whether inir without many other absolute necessities. Attenuat- isdiction over the smelters at El Paso.
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state business.
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From there he came to Socorro, N.
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"This rule will undoubtedly go Into effect," said
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which would make a very large addition. The estimated a stop to reckless auto speeding on country roads.
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Reckless speeding on the highways is not only a tne Ki i'aso smelter until three years
not only in mixing and baking, but
supply of the country, and consequently they have been frequent cause of runaways and other serious accidents, ago,
southern division of the Am
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patronage it appreciated.
giving attention to the subject of forest culture. The but is at all times a menace to public safety and a vio ericanthe Smelting
and Refining com also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and
guest Is a pleasure to us.
Pennsylvania road Is one of these. It has begun plant laUon of good order.
pany, which included the supervision the bread. If you want the best
lng trees. But it is doubtful if it will in this way meet
Careful and responsible autoists, considerate of the of the El Paso plant and all the plants you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
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The general movement for better country roads has ter of Mrs. Austin, who has made
years for trees to attain sufficient size to be valuable its most serious opposition because of reckless autoists. her home with Mrs. Austin In El Paso
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for ties.
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HART

Association Took In Nine New Was Well Known Here Where He Claims He Did Not Kecclve All And His Interests In the Case
Members-Feast- ed
Moneys Coming to Him
De.
Used to Be Cashier For
Despite Morning Paper
Darby A. Day.
From Sale.
spite Kaln.
Interviews.
attorneys
twenty-seve"Of the
present at the meeting fully twenty of
them were for Joint statehood and It
s
is safe to say that fully
of the other forty members of the association not present are of the same
opinion."
This encouraging statement to the
friends of statehood wa made this
morninn ly Judge W J. Mills, of Las
Vegas, who accompanied by Attorney
home
Chas. Spiess, was returning
from attending the annual meeting of
association,
the New Mexico Bar
which nas been in session at Cloud-crofn

two-third-

t.

"Wc had lots of rain at Cloudcroft,"
continued the judge, "but it did not interfere with the meeting of the association. We had a large number of
good speeches on various subjects.
Judge A. B. McMillen of this city
opened with an able and much appreciated paper on the 'Ideals of the
Legal Profession.'
He was followed
by Judge L. Bradford Prince, who
paid a fligh tribute to the late Judge
Tulley, who practiced in New Mexico
in the early days of the profession
here.
"Judge Prince referred not only to
the fine records of the early members of the New Mexico bar, but also
to incidents in the life of Judge Tulley, who had already become prominent in Chicago before coming to the
southwest. Suitaole resolutions were
adopted by the association on the
death of Judge Tulley and other members who have passed away. An address by Hon. Thomas B. Catron of
Santa Fe on 'New Mexico, Past, Present and Future,' was also delivered at
the morning session.
"Governor H. J. Hagerman of New
Mexico and Hon. W. B. Chllders of
of this city made enthusiastic speeches In favor of joint statehood and
were given rousing ovations.
"The barbecue tendered the visiting
members by the Alamogordo ' and
Cloudcroft attorneys, at which several
whole calves were roasted, was pulled
off yesterday despite the rain. Judge
Mills acted as toastmaster at the banquet, whicn proved to be a very elaborate airair. The board was surrounded by the leading members of the
legal profession in New Mexico together with distinguished members of
the Fort Worth bar, accompanied by
their ladies. Timely toasts met with
eloquent and witty responses.
' Hon. W. C. Osborn
of New York,
general counsel for the El Paso &
Southwestern railroad, was in attendance."
Officers Elected.

The El Paso papers of August 22.
Charles F. Myers,
of Alwhich arrived here on the delayed buquerque, appeared in iollce court
train last night, contain long accounts this morning
to make complaint
of the peculations of J. M. Billings, against R. L. Wootten of the real escashier in the Pass City office of toe tate Arm of Wootten & Myer, whom he
Mutual Life Insurance companv, and alleges has defrauded him of some
formerly cashier In the Aiouquerque ! $d0 or more on a real estate deal.
"race oi me company wnen Darby A.
It will be recalled by readers of The
Day was general agent of the New Evening Citizen that some time ago
Mexico and Arizona district for the Mr. Myers and Mr. Wootten had a
Mutual Life, with headquarters here. fistic encounter In Wootten's office, in
At that time Billings made his home which, according to the version given
with Mr. Day at the latter's fine resi- out by Wootten, who is rather powerdence on West Railroad avenue.
ful in build, Myers was knocked down
According to the reports of the af- and out.
fair Billings left the El Paso office
This fight, it Is now said, was the
last Friday saying he was going to his result of the deal in which Myers
apartments as he was ill. Since that claims he was defrauded
by Wootten,
time ho has not been seen and a later when he called at the latter's office
examination of his books discloses the and demanded what he alleged was
fact that he is short in his accounts, due him.
but to what extent E. R. Ferguson,
Mr. Myers alleges
he placed a
manager of the El Taso office, who piece of property in that
the hands of
succeeded to that position upon the Wootten & Myer to be sold for him,
resignation some time ago of Mr. Day, offering the firm all they secured for
does not care to state until the ar- the property over $100.
Mr.
rival of a company auditor to checK Myers further alleges, thisLater,
up the books. It is said, however, was disposed of for $100, property
Mr.
iuat the shortage is between $2,000 Myer, of the real estate firm,andso Inand $3,000.
formed Mr. Myers, telling him that
Mr. Ferguson, also a former Albu- Wootten would
around In a few
querquean, vas at Gallup when ad- days to give him be
a check for the $100,
vised of thlVlisappearance of Billings the $1.0 going to the firm as
their comand the apparent shortage in his ac- mission.
counts, and he hurriedly returned to
However, alleges Mr. Myers, when
the Pass City, passing through thjs Wootten "came
around" he tendered
city Friday night.
the plaintiff
in full payment
Speaking of the "peculations of Bill- for $30 only, a check
and said, upon Mr. Myings Mr. Ferguson said:
ers
with him, uiat the
"Billings ws fully bonded with a $50 remonstrating
was
that was due him, claimfidelity company, and the Mutual Life ing that all
the property only brought
is thoroughly protected from loss. He $lt'0.
was a trusted employe and I have always considered him a valuable man. If "I told him," said Mr. Myers, "that
that was the case either ne or his
I retained him In the office when Mr.
partner, Mr. Myer, was lying, as the
Day resigned.
had told mo the lot brought
"The matter Is entirely within the latter
$lt!0. Tnat was what brought on the
hands of the bonding company. I have fight.
has steadfastly refused to
received advices from the nome office give moHemore
than the $50, so I'm goof the company that the bonding com- ing into
the courts for justice."
pany has been notified of the shortage
ilr. Myers further alleges that he
of Billings and that they have started
discovered the purchaser of the
a man toward El Paeo. Our company has
is fully protected and It is natural lot, who he says will testify, despite
that the bonding company will exert Mr. Wootten's assertion to tha conall possible means to catch and pun- trary, that he paid $160 for it.
Justice Crawford issued papers in
ish the culprit.
"He was a young man for whom the case this afternoon, and the matter will probably le aired in court toI felt very sincere regard.
He was
ever gentlemanly and made and kept morrow.
friends wherever he went. His only
Epple Fined $15.
vice, so far as I am able to learn, was
Charles Epple, a shop man, whom
drink. I did not even know that he several witnesses testified
in court
drank to excess until since his short- this morning, was in
the habit of comage became known. I never saw him ing
home every evening, "rushing the
under the Influence of liquor in my growler,
and quarreling with
life that I remember of and had no his wife fighting
Intimation nor have I now that he committingand exposing Inhis person by
nuisances
the front
lived beyond his means. I never had
thereby disturbing the peace of
anything in my experience that I re- yard,
gretted as sincerely as I do this mat- the entire neighborhood of 610 North
street, where he resides, was
ter and I have every day hoped Twelftn
fined $15 by Judge
Crawford and
against hope that Billings was only given
lecture besides. He
drunk and would show up and explain paid a severe
the fine and departed, promising
away the circumstances against him."
The last seen of Billings was at to be good.
4:30 o"clock Friday afternoon when
Carlos Griego Drunk Again.
he was observed on the Mexican side
Carlos Griego, who
probably
of the line at El Paso. It is presumed leen In police court onhascharges
of
he fled to Mexico.
Intoxication
often than any
Billings while here made many other resident more
friends who will no doubt regret to the toils againof Albuquerque, .was In
hear of the peculations and misdeeds brought before this morning. When
tribunal of Justice
of one, who, while here, proved to be Carlos was still the
a fine fellow and gentlemanly In everv consequently wastoo hazy to talk and
remanded back to
way.
jail to soUt up sufficiently to be put
to work on the streets. It is said that
Carlos is Indebted to the city about
BIG CIRCUS COMING
100 days for past offenses.
or

The meeting elected officers for the
ensuing year as follows: A. B. Itene-haof Santa Fe president;
R. W.
Hanna of Santa Fe, secretary.
Mr.
Renehan succeeds A. W. Hawkins of
Alamogordo and Mr. Hanna succeeds
himself in an office he has had the
honor of holding for several years.
Tne vice presidents of the various
districts are Benjamin Read, A B
McMillen, B. C. Wade, Charles Spiess,
J. E. Wharton, W. C. Reid.
Roswell was chosen as the place
for the next annual convention of the
association.
W. A. Hawkins. Attorney General
w. C. Reid and 1. B. Catron were
elected delegates to the annual convention of the American Bar association.
The new members elected to the
FOR ONE DAY ONLY
association were J. W. Eaton of Clifton, H. L. Bixler, Raton; T. D. Leibe,
Raton; T. C. Matteson, Vucumcari;
SELLS-FLOTSHOWS WILL
Attorneys Majors, Downs and Sherry, THE
BE HERE ON FRIDAY, SEPAlamogordo, and Alvin H. White of
TEMBER 14.
Silver City.
Contractinn Agent Perry, of the
Sells-Flot- o
circus, Is still at the
A
finishing up his business for
the above circus, which will appear
Albuquerque on Friday, September
WITHOUT A MORAL in
14, for one day only.
An exchange
in its comments on this aggregation
says:
In The Evening Citizen, yesterday
The Circus Business.
afternoon, mention was made to the
did our readers expect that
effect that an Albuquerquean, while In Little
years the circus busiat Ixis Angeles recently, met Contract- nesstwenty-fivwould grow to such colossal dior Curnahan. who mysteriously skipped out of Albuquerque a few months mensions. Those great men of forago, without paying his legitimate mer years have all passed awav and
debts, and Carnahan stated that be- there Is no such prominent names as
fore leaving Albuquerque he left a let- i. I. Barnum, Adam Forepaugh and
ter of explanation with R. P. Simon the late James Bailey. Those most
able and energeite promoters the
formerly
bookkeeper
for Wallace
Hesselden. Mr. Simon is now book- Sells Brothers, have all died and left
keeper at the Whitney company and only one to carry out their anticipathis morning be called at this office to tions. The only real circus man now
left to develop the standard of mandeny the Carnahan statement.
Mr. agerial ability
that stamps him the
Simon says that the crooked contractor left no letter with him before his master mind of progression starting
sudden departure, and thatiie was not out some fifteen years ago with the
aware of Carnahan's intention to skip bloom of health and determination,
out and thus beat his creditors. While this young director general has shown
The Evening Citizen makes this cor- all the elements of nerve and ability
rection for the benefit of Mr. Simon, that tend to make a successful show-ma,!- !.
William Sells today has built
this paper calls that gentleman's
tendon to a $;ni check of Carnahan's up a remarkable show of magnitude
which he secured from Hachechl & and prosperity to visit all parts of the
The big Sells shows, consoliGiomi and had it cashed at Graham wtst.
Bros.' saloon, and when Bachechi & dated with the Kioto shows, are
to be the largest of any agGiomi learned of Carnahan's departure
they had payment stopped on said gregation west of Denver. The
of this mighty monarch of the
check at the bank. Does this look like
arenic world perpetuates the great unMr. Simon knew before hand of
dertakings
and advanced ideas of the
departure?
The public can Kingling
Brothers and William Sells,
answer.
now in active business. Mr. Sells from
has steadily grown year
Judge Aljl)!t is la !) l.unas today his boyhood
year to the most popular
deappointing jury commissioners for Va- after
serving amusement enterpriseand ever
lencia county and selecting Jurors for conceived.
The great aim of the Sells-Kiot- o
the aproaching terms of court. Jurors
shows is to give the
for Sandoval county will be selected public colossal
u circus (eautiful. combined
at Bernalillo tomorrow.
with a large and extensive menagerie
FINEST OF WATERMELONS AND of rare wild animals. This show has
thirty cars of expensive
parapherCANTALOUPES AT MALOY'S.
nalia, beautiful horses that command
LET OUR SOLICITOR CALL AND l he attention of all classes and has
GET YOUR ORDERS.
received the praises of the press from
A CONVEN-IENCTHAT YOU WILL APPRE- every city visited this season a h
CIATE AFTER A MONTH'S TRIAL. clean, neat and respectable enterprise,
GROCERIES. COOKED MEATS AND iree irom ail Objectionable features so
BAKERY
GOODS
THAT
WILL common nowadays with many organizPLEASE YOU OR YOUn MOM'i ations. With the great anticipation of
BACK.
txvm l
farmer's
u;t In? sitJi linUuaa the
THE JAFFA fiflCCEP.V :
in this state
i'j.'ri
U
I!)
"Good Thlnjt te ttK.
diuU thli cl;y will be full
of rtnple on the date of the coming
STRAWBERRIES AT MAI. 0 0
Sclls-rict:f
shows.

John Hart, the contractor, returned
to the city this morning, and naturally enters a strenuous denial that
he has fled the city "for keeps," as
stated in these columns yesterday afternoon on what was considered excellent authority.
The Evening Citizen had not the
slightest intention of maliciously injuring Contractor Hart, and gladly
makes the retraction that he has not
left, the city permanently, as is evidenced by his presence here today.
As to the causes leading up to the
supposition that he had fled the city,
they are numerous, and several people interested
in the contractor's
wherealKiuts at present were lead to
believe that, he had left for good, not
the least of these people lielng one
Attorney Frank Ackerman, who, despite his purported interview in the
morning paper, wherein Ackerman Is
quoted a saying that Hart Is not Indebted to him, or that he has any interests In the matter whatever, secured attachment papers against Hart
last Monday, In Justice Craig's court,
stating that he was of the opinion
that Hart contemplated leaving the
city. The attachment covered pretty
much of everything Hart owns that
Is attachable,
among the list of articles attached by Attorney Ackerman being Hart's horse, wagon, tools,
clothes, etc., and Attorney Ackerman
was even so much interested in the
matter, despite his interview to the
contrary, thaf ' he accompanied Constable James Smith, to whom the papers were given for service, around
the town pointing out to the officer
the places where the different goods
attached were located, and stated to
Constable omith that he knew Hart
would not return to lue city.
In reference to Attorney Ackerman's
statement that he didn't believe Hart
Intended leaving the town for good
Constable Smith, a very prominent
architect and another gentleman. In
the presence of a half dozen or more
people today, at the corner of Second
street and Railroad avenue, made the
statement that they had heard Ackerman say that he was cognizant of
Hart's financial distresses and other
court affairs, and that he knew Hart
Intended leaving the city. Furthermore the attorney, who states that he
is not interested in the least in Contractor Hart's affairs, called on Constable Smith today and told the latter
that he needn't serve tne attachment
papers on Hart as he had returned to
the city.
"Too late," was Constable Smith's
laconic answer. "I've already served
'em."
For a man that wns not Interested
in the case, or to whom Hart owed
"no money," Attorney
Ackerman
seems to have been very active In-

.'fTl

HST

money, filed the attachment suit
against Hart. Possibly the attorney
and the morning paper can satisfactorily reconcile these two contrary
statements.
.
As to fne causes leading
several
people to believe that Hart had left
the clly permanently, it Is pointed out
by these same people that because an
action for divorce, brought by his
wife, In which she made strong allegations, naming a
had
been decided against him In the district court; because he was known to
have been rather heavily Involved financially; because E. O. Garcia has
a suit pending against Hart In the
district court and because Utrt was
seen In the Zelger Cafe last Saturday
night, while waiting for a train, where
he stated to a number of people there
that he was leaving the city, and, It is
said. Intimated that he might not return and as no one here seemed to
know where he was after he left Albuquerque almost a week ago, It was
thought he had left for good.
Add to this the fact that Attorney
Ackerman, morning paper interviews
notwithstanding.
filed
attachment
suit against him, whether acting for
his niece or himself not altering the
fact that the suit was filed solely In
the name of Frank Ackerman, and
that the latter also stated to the gentlemen mentioned above that he was
of the opinion that Hart was going to
flee the town without making a settlement, and
Hart, whom this
paper had no intention of injuring
purposely, end the people at large,
can readily gee why The Evening Citizen considered its information

THE DINING TABLE
la by all odds the most conspicuous piece of furniture In your
dining room; hence, it should
combine the
Artistic With the Useful.
You it xperience a feeling of
satisfaction when you act
hostess it your table la a good
one. Be it
Modern or Colonial
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confiyou'll
find our prices for
dent
"quality furnrlure nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
can be built in its respective line.

Mlbert
Faberl
It.
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
o

mug-nituil-

Car-uaha-

ll1tti

mif

--

o

New-Mexic-

ijf

-

fa mily.

MASON
MALOY'S.

JARS.

ALL

SIZES,

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and tako no other.

AT

KREAM

STRAWBERRIES AT MALOY'S.

N. M.

KREAM

Rest a week at Camp Glencoe.

PILSENER BEER

MEADOW GOLD BUTTER WILL
GIVE YOU SATISFACTION. IF NOT,
MONEY BACK.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
"Good Things to Eat."
u

MASON
MALOY'S.

JARS,

Southwest era Brewery
and Ice Company

i

ALL'

SIZES.

AT

MORTUARY.

Colo. Phone Blk 93

Lyndia D. Hummel.
The remains of Miss Lyndia P.
Hummel, aged 19 years, who died yesterday morning as the result of an
operation for appendicitis,
will
be
shipped from Borders' undertaking
parlors tonight to the deceased's former home in Canada, accompanied by
the
mother, who was
here with her daughter.

Auto. Phone 292

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

grlef-Btrlcke- n

SPECIAL FOR
Home

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

SATURDAY

Cooking Department.

BORRADAILE

VEAL LOAF
BOILED TONGUES
BOILED HAMS

& CO, .

CHIPPED BEEF
IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE
IMPORTED BRICK CHEESE
IMPORTED LIMBURGER
CHEESE
SALAMI

SAUSAGE

CERVALAT SAUSAGE
We also have the largest as-- ,
tortment of canned meats, glass

preserves, relishes, salad dressings, etc., in the city; give us
your orders. We guarantee satisfaction.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."

that Attorney Ackerman,
angry because Hart did not owe him

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRES8 FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you ahouid tor-ge- t
the order), that you could not
And it, for every flrstdasa groeei
handles EMPRESS. You Trill always
find good bread, good biscuits, toot
pastry and moat Important of aH
good cheer to greet you when y
come home for your dinner. Try tt.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress t
sll others.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. K.

rBAS'E

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

B AILIL
El Paso vs.

And Carefol Dispensing, go to
The 'Basy Little Drtxg Store
at U 7 West Railroad Avenae

Albuquerque

BHBaMniBBnBBB

Traction Park

The Williams Drug Company

SUNDAY. 3 P. M.
N

Both Telephones,

Admission SOc

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad

Grand Stand

HUNTING FOR A
CHOICE

See Bartlett, the Electrician

1

J.

RICHARDS
RAILROAD AVENUl

g.

Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone makes the
lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life snd
protect your home.

The

duties

We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Ord ers Given Special Attention

TUU

NttU

A TELEPHONE

IN

TOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
216'j South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
ALBUQUERQUE,

oo040'0eoeo'0'0o'0e-0!ei0Finest Whiskies

N. M.

0

ttCC000000000
FRENCH BAKERY i
213 WEST RAILROAD

KIvKAD
Better

All City

Than

Home-Mad-

KINK KINK OF
CMv'KS

J JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Alvtayt on Hand.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

TO THE

i
"

Wines, Brandies. Etc. ?

Prop'r.

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

?.

f

i

The St. Elmo

AVE.

S TE VENS & DOW YER, Prop He tors
HL'TTKK NUT

j

,

A.
house-wirein-

cigar;

he-cau-

113', WEST

For prices on fixtures and

Avsnua

Case of seek no farther. The White
Uly fills the bill so completely that
it's a waste of time to lock longer.
The Wfilte Lily la a little dandy-stra- ight
tobtcco," mild, fragrant and
a delight to the eye and touch
of the skilful way It vas rolled
12 the box of 50; 6 cents for a single
sample.
g

e

New-Mexic-

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

8

RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE
PASSED ON DEATH OF CEN.
W. H. WHITEMAN.
At a special meeting of a. K. War-rPort, department of New Mexico.
Orand Army of tne Republic, held
August 13, I'jnti. the following resolutions were unanimously adopted:
Whereas, Once more our post is
cast into deep mourning by the loss
of a most beloved and honored comrade, Gen. W. H. Whiteman, who was
called from our midst on the 11th
inst. at terminal, California; There,
fore bo It
Resolved, That
e deeply deplore
this our great loss, not only to our
post and to the department of
Grand Army of the Republic,
of which he was at one time an honored commander, but also to his beloved family, and the people of
who many tlnus nonored and
trusted him with responsible offices,
all of which he filled with honor to
himself and credit to the territory.
His sterling qualities, his country and
amiable
towards all will ever
lie cherished in our hearts.
Resolved, That our altar be draped
in mourning for the period of thirty
days.
Resolved, That we extend our most
sincere and h- artfeli sympathy to the
lil' companion his cherished and devoted win
and the bereaved family,
whose irreparable
loss cannot
be
llieat-iueby the loss, though
great
we his comrades have suffered.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
s; read at large iijhui our records, a
copy be furnished the press of Albuquerque, and to the niemuers of his

FIVE

.r.

deed.
It may be

Kelly Not Apprehended.
John Kelly, a nurse at the Santa
hospital, who, so alleges H.
F. Williams, a shop man, assaulted
the latter night before last, and for
whom a warrant was Issued yesterday
morning, has not leen apprehended
as yet, he not having showed up at
the hospital last night or at any time
since the assault took place. The
police are Htill looking for him.

LOCAL

PAGE

o
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CLUB ROOMS
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LADIES:

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bend your
f nl i t Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them cor-- f
c;ly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
back of Postofflcs.
b Call tha Red Wagons.
C .Auto., 819; Colo- - Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX

with new and Improved farm houses
and more pleasant surroundings.
The great quantities of fruit arrivTERRITORIAL TOPICS
ing every day from Aztec and Farm- ington is proof positive that our
X X X x x x x x-- x-xX neighbors on the south are busy and
prosperous. Almost a full carload by
express last evening. Ihirango DemCLOUDCROFT.
The Improvement being made along ocrat.
Chlpmonk avenue opposite the resiCAPITAN NEWS.
dences of Messrs. Eddy, Holllster,
T. F. Rountree, an old friend of SuKing, DeOroff, Sauera, Stevens and
perhaps others. Is most commendable pervisor Kerr and Alexander Ormand,
and when completed will loom up like hailing from southwest Texas, is In
an Egyptian pyramid. Already ev- Capltan. Mr. Rountree is looking for
erybody and their relations stop and a location an is very much pleased
admire this sec. Ion of the street with this section. He says his section
when passing. The Improvements ex will likely furnish a number of Immigrants for New Mexico during the
tend two blocks and consist of drain- coming
year.
age, grading, etc., and the amount beSuperintendent Oster of the El Paso
ing expended is about $160.
& Southwestern
was over the branch
The wedding of D. D. Whltt and
line in his special car. He was lookMiss Llzzine Evans at the home of ing
over the road and while here dishe bride's parents in James canon
cussed the feasibility of moving the
last Sunday afternoon was a merry Coalora
depot building to Capltan.
and hnppy affair. The bride was Our
citizens are very much' interested
beautifully attired In pale blue and
white and the groom In conventioial in this project and they have every
fifty
black. About
relatives
and reason to believe that their hopes will
friends of the contracting parties, soon be realized.
Operations on coal mine No. 1,
from Cloudcroft, Alamogordo and other points, were present. The cere- Coalora, were renewed this week.
mony took place at 4 o'clock and a Some time ago the entry, which had
sumptuous wedding dinner was served cave din, was retlmbered, track laid
everything made ready for the
at 5 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Whltt will and
make their home at the ranch of Bud extraction of coal, but a hitch in the
Tuton In Elk Spring canon, Mr. Whltt proceedings occurred and the mine
being employed In the cattle works has lain Idle. Messrs. Henry, Sevier
by Mr. Tuton, who is also to be con- and Campbell have the property under
gratulated on having his heretofore lease and for the present expect to
bachelor quarters graced by the pres- take out only enough coal to" supply
Fort Stanton and the local demand.
ence of Mrs. Whltt.
George Reeves of Elk, who recently
FARMINGTON
HUSTLER.
sold his place to J. B. Stalllngs, has
Last week we spent In a trip over
purchased the Blue Bud ranch in the
San Andreas and will remove his cat- the southern part of Colorado and
tle, 300 head, to that place at once. northern New Mexico and found many
Mr. Reeves is highly pleased with his pleasing sights. A trip up the valley
now shows how rapidly this part of
change of location.
J. E, Luta, a real estate man of Ver- New Mexico Is forging to the front.
non, Texas, was here this week on a New houses, new orchards and new
brief visit, and was so attracted by land being brought into cultivation
the resort that he left at once for his greets the eye on every hand. The
when
family and will return with them Sep- time Is rapidly approaching
tember 1. Mr. Luti remarked that he there will be one vast orchard from
was greatly surprised on finding such Jewett to Cedar Hill.
a climate here, and did not know The crops in the San Luis valley
are the best we have ever seen In the
that such a place existed.
many years we have traveled over the
FARMINGTON
ENTERPRISE.
valley. Rain in the mountains has
and
community,
The people of this
been plentiful, making an abundant
county,
In fact the entire
should feel supply of water for Irrigation. Wheat,
encouraged at the prospects of a good oats and field peas In vast acreage
harvest. Notwithstanding the dis- are seen from the trala. By the way,
couraging outlook at the commence- the field pea for lamb feeding might
ment of the season, the clouds have be made profitable here. It is at least
rolled away and all things are favor- worth trying.
able toward an abundanoe of products.
At Antonito we Inquired of the hoFruit crop is a banner one and with tel keeper as to the price of peaches
increased facilities for transportation and were Informed that the retail
will be the means of bringing a large price was 12V4 cents per pound. This
amount of capital into the county. shows the rake-of- f
made by the railWe have seen as fine wheat (fall road and others between the producer
wheat) grown in this precinct as can and consumer.
lie grown anywhere. San. Juan counThe Farmington fair is going to be
ty is destined to be the leading county the best ever. In addition to the fruit
of the territory. Fruitland Tribune.
and vegetable displays and races, it Is
Building, while not on a boom, is proposed to give the best exhibition of
.going along very nicely in Farming-ton- . Indian dances that has ever been
The bank building, which will shown off the reservation.
be the finest in town when completed,
1b now well under way; the Hubbard
ALAMOGORDO NEWS.
building is nearly completed and the
Up to date R. H. Pierce has sold
Allen building started. So much" for about $600 worth of fruits and vegeMain street. A number of residences tables off his garen and orchard. He
are nearlng completion;
some are has three acres and on this tract of
starting and others are projected. The land he has a large 'brick residence,
same Is true of Aztec and other parts large front and back yards, barn and
of the county are coming to the front horse lot and orchard. The orchard
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X- -X

X

X

i

i
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beginning to bear. He
also raises chickens, an altogether
The
makes his home
$(i()t) worth of stu ffsold does not Include whnt has been used by his
family, nor the many gallons of fruits
canned for winter use, nor what the
members of his family have used. This
emphasizes the fact that all we need
is water and energy wafer for the
soil and energy to till the soil.
Among the several good,
homes In and about Alamogordo we can mention that of J. E.
Wharton. About a year ago Mr. Wharton purchased an acre tract home
Just northeast of Pierce, on the west
boundary of College addition. Since
that time he has been improving the
place by planting choice fruit trees,
arranging chicken fences and the like,
and making the place rabbit proof. In
a short time Mr. Wharton will have a
valuable piece of property because it
will bo
On It he can
grow all the fruits needed for home
consumption for 'both winter and summer, and raise all the chickens needed and many for market.
What we
need In Alamogordo today more than
all things else are more
homes
homes that can produce
the necessaries of life. And. "It must
be remembered, these
homes don't require bo very much of
one's time. The members of a family, with the assistance of the man of
the home, can attend to all the labor,
which makes these homes the more
desirable.
is Just now

MISCELLANEOUS.
Anton J. Conry has bought two lots
south of Ed Settles'; C. J. Martin, one
lot in Happy Hollow; Adolfo Gallegos,
two lots near the big spring; C. R.
Jones, four lots In block 7; Fred
Braun seven lots In block 37, and let
the contract for three double adobe
houses; Stern & Nahm, of Las Vegas,
have taken a noptlon till September 1
on four lots In block 75; Jose Santiago
Duran has bought the Joe Brown
house and Wright's hall; Llborlo
has sold his homestead to B. F.
McLaughlin, consideration. $450, and
the Alamogordo Sheep company and
Mr. Tullngin have traded two forty-acr- e
tracts. The sons of James T.
Boatwrlght have taken up four homesteads near Los Tanos. Santa Rosa

EVENING CITIZEN.

Is much pleased with the appearance
of the Animas valley and the future
possibilities of Aztec.
ARIZONA.

North of Benson the San Pedro river valley extends In a remarkably direct course for aliout 100 miles to Its

Junction with the Olla, the water sup-PlIs increasing and the rich valley
widening out, being hemmed In by
mountains where large bodies of copper ore and veins of coking coal He
dormant for lack of transportation facilities.
This valley Is one of the
most inviting fields for railroad construction as yit unoccupied In the
United States. The Santa Fe system
has purchased the right of way, but
t the present time only a small force
Is employed on Its construction,
though the line already built from
Phoenix and down the Gila valley to
the mouth of the San Pedro, Is being
Put in fine condition to withstand the
floods of rain now beginning to fall in
Arizona. Benson Press.
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Means something when the beer is Schlitz.
For fifty years, Schlitz beer has been unique
for its purity. We have adopted every idea,
every invention that could aid to this end.
Today, more than half the cost of our
brewing is spent to insure that Schlitz beer
shall be pure.

7f

V,

Yet to ask means to get it instead of
Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00,
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mll- e

That Made Mil wa u kec fa moiis.
.12U0R

CO., 109 111 SOUTH

FIRST STREET, ALBU QUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

193 OR 265.

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

gpgfo

--

1

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

Chandelario; master of work, J.
Anaiia; keeper of records and
seals, John K. Staufitskl; master of
exchequer, E. Lucero;
master at
arms, Fred Seigner; Inner guard, Jose
Valencia; outer guard, George Dtet-zetrustee, Charles F. Easley.

the peaches and pears make up for J.

that. The apple crop too

is promis-

S.

Ai.

told a local dealer about the
with the result that
he has sent out an order for a shipment. I never ate more luscious fruits
anywhere, aud I would recommend
that any one who doubts tne future of
New Mexico, take a trip with me to KIBBEY TO RESIGN
Espanola. Seeing Is believing, they
IS TUCSON REPORT
A special to the Pnoenlx Enter
sjy."
prise from Tucson says that a prominent republican there has stated that
SHOT IN THE SHOULDER
WHILE OUT HUNTING Governor Klbbey will leave his office
Oscar Bell of Carlsbad received the the first of the coming year and that
intelligence of the accidental shooting John H. Page, the present auditor,
brother, Char- will succeed him. Page is a personal
of his ninetetn-- ear-olley, while hunting near Midland Sun- friend of Supreme Juuge Edward Kent
day. The particulars as gleaned from and is said to hold his present
through Kent's Influence.
the letter received by Oscar were
rather vague, but indicate that Chas. MEXICAN
CONSUL IS
liarron, Crutcher Woolrtdge, Harry
ACCIDENTALLY
SHOT
Tolbert and Charley Bell composed
at
the hunting party and that in some! Arturo Ellas, Mexican consul
was
I'ucson,
accidentally
shot and
manner a weapon was discharged, the
wounded the other night
contents taking erreci in young ami s dangerously
It ft arm. Oscar made preparations to at Patogonta, near Tucson. While in
leave for Midland, but received a tel- a stooping position a revolver of large
egram saying it would not be necessary for him to come as his brother
was not seriously hurt nnd in no danger of losing his arm.
ing.
fine

I

fruit there

l;

d

j

APACHE INDIANS
KILLED BY LIGHTNING
Three members of the inuian police
on the San Carlos reservation were
struck by lightning and killed last
Saturday during a storm that prevailed
there, The English names of the
three men killed were Aaron Burr,
Sam Kitso and John Arthur, the
former being the captain of the police.
The three were in a party ofslx
traveling across the reservation when
the storm came up. They sought shelter under a mesquite tree, piling their
guns under the tree in a stack. While
standing around chatting and laughing a bolt of lightning struck the tree
and was deflected to the three men,
who were standing together, killing
them Instantly.
Their remains were taken to the
agency and buried according to the
white man's custom, coffins being provided for the occasion.

SANTA FE KNIGHTS OF

T

906.

-

at Phoenix for a franchise for an electric railway system to Glendale, eight
miles, and another to Buckeye, thirty
miles from Phoenix. The promoters
propose to build a broad guage road to
Unh points for freight and passenger
traffic.

common
beer.

1

Territorial- Fairs for quarter of a centary,
but nothing like this.

ROSWELL GAMBLERS ARE
ON THEIR GOOD BEHAVIOR
No am nipt has been made at Ros-wesince Monday to open gambling
games in that city limits without permission. Tne gambling house operating under territorial license two miles
from that city limits is open. Monday
night a party of sixrta hit the limit
there and took along a young Ohio
millionaire. He was intoxicated before leaving Hoswell and much to the
disgust of the sports, he managed to
get back to town a winner.

CONSOLIDATED

7th to 22nd,

PYTHIAS ELECT OFFICERS
Fe lodge No. 2, Knights of
other
Pythias, held a meeting tinnislit. at which officers were elected
fur the ensuing term. Paul A. F. Walchancellor
ter wus reelected
Immediately after the elec
tion those of the officers who were
were Installed. J. I.. Zimmerin- sent
man
s chosen as representative to
the urand lodge which will uieet during fair week at Albuquerque. The
new staff Is as follows: Cluucellor
commander, Paul A. F. Walter; vice
.l
a ; pre'ate,
i hauceil.T.
V.
Sa.nta

-

toni-uiande- r.

We-ule'-

1 1

caliber fell out of nis hip pocket and
was discharged. The bullet entered
under his right arm and came out
near the center of the back. He will
recover. He was brought to Nogales
fr toreaitment and will be removed
to Tucson if his condition permits.
SENATOR LONG HAS
ANNEXATION
SCHEME
Hon. U. S. Bateman of Roswell received word from Senator Chester I.
Long of Kansas that he would give
the matter of annexing that section
of New Mexico to Texas hi3 careful
joint statehood is defeated
attention
and the matter is brought up in the
senate. He said he hoped the people
of Arizona and New Mexico would be
wise enough to accept statehood under the conditions passed by last con'
gress.
Senator Allison of Iowa writes that
he does not favor the proposition and
thinks Texas is big enough. He thinks
the people of the ..territories should
embrace their present opportunity to
come Into the Union.

DENVER
&

I? I O

GRANDE
SYSTEM

A

"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado 8prlngs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

WANT FRANCHISES FOR
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
S. S. Green and S. S. Scull made an
application to the board of supervisors

a

cer

1

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

ro

n) 1mfi

FAI"R
ft

recently the gentleman closed a deal
with Mrs. Kinney of Glolie and J. K.
McCarty of Florence for a large and
valuable group of claims, near Kelvin
and made the first payment, the purchase price being $95,000. The property Includes nearly thirty claims, and
has many thousand dollars worth of
development work, exposing Immense
amounts of low grade copper ore
which will pay handsomely to work
on a large scale. Mr. Erman represents heavy capital which will equip
the property with a great plant.
Oasis.

y

n

Arnnaall

Twenty-Sixt- h

3. C. Erman, well known in Nogales;
and Hermosillo, wno went to uioie
several years ago, Is now opf rating
t Kelvin in Pinal county. In Phoenix

Cattle In this section are reported
doing wonderfully well this season.
and stock raisers feel very cheerful
over the outlook. The reason given
for this Is that the country Is better
watered than usual and feed Is consequently more abundant. It Is stated
there Is water in many places where
there has not been any in years. This
is due to the recent copious rains.
Another reason why stock Is doing so
well rests In the fact that growers
have shipped oub largely during the
past two years, thus leaving splendid
grazing for the stock remaining on
Sun.
Globe SilA. L. Davis retired from office as the range In this locality.
clerk of courts at Ravenna, O., after ver Belt.
six years of courteous and efficient
service. His administration of the PRODUCING FINE FRUIT
IN TAOS VALLEY
clerk's office has been eminently busiRev. J. L. Shlvely, pastor of St.
nesslike and satisfactory. On account
of his health Mr. Davis decided some John's Methodist church In Santa Fe,
time ago that it was advisable
to returned to the Capital City from
where he went Monday to
remain in that climate and after
several trips to New Mexico he con- conduct the usual monthly services In
cluded to make his home here and the Methodist church at that place.
will move west before winter. He has After attending to his religious duties
selected his new home in the San Juan Rev. Shivley found time to look over
several ranches In tne fertile valley
country.
In speaking of what he saw said:
A. P. Frederick,
postal Inspector, and
"I have seen lots of fruit, but the
investigated the various postof flees in sort
being
in that valley this
the San Juan section last week. His year, excellsraised
I can recall.
report on the Aztec office was highly The peaches anything
pears are simply
and
flattering to Postmistress Waring, the immense. They are so big
that one
rating of this office being "excellent," or two of them has about the
same
the highest given.
effect as a 'square meal.' Cereals are
F. C. Dezendorf, special supervising also In fine condition and promise an
agent for New Mexico and Arizona of excellent yield.
the general land office, arrived In Az"The ranchers however, say that for
tec to Investigate alleged land frauds some reason, the apricot crop this
year
county.
Mr. Dezendorf
in San Juan
did not turn out well. However,
Lu-ce-
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On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

ft

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P.
Santa Fe, New Mx.
as

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all irU
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M.p with the El Paso & goutbwontn-n- ,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Sa&ts
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka 4c Saata Fe railway At tant
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freith;.
Send your freight via the Chicago. Hock Island A Pacifij
via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
i. B. JRIMSHAW
Asst. to Pres. and Gen.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBF.'RT, Asst. Secy, and Treas
J. P. LYNQ,
A. L. GRIM3HAW.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pas
,i
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE. K. M
'x'i-way-

O

000OoOo000

C O

C:00C2c::ttj
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ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

Ison, Topeka & Santa Fe to use Box
canyon In Arizona as a right of way,
thus providing the road with a favorable route to the Arizona copper,
camps, anu tne extension or Its lines
to the Globe, Clifton and Moicncl
camps will be undertaken soon. A
branch of the road now reaches to
within forty miles of Globe, and It Is
Intended to
this to Globe to
connect with its Phoenix. Doming &
Silver City branch. Before the Mo-reand Clifton camps can be
reached about 200 miles of extensions will have to be built.

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

A QUESTION

nd

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

LAWYER

STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

USED BULLET
TO END HIS LIFE

n

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

cx-e.i- d

"Lovers and Lunatics"

EVEXIXO CITIZEN.

The othfr af'ernoon at twenty,
minutes to 4 o'clock Porter Fleming
shot himself at Tils home In Globe,
Arizona. He had been conversing1
with his wife and mother-in-laand
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c
seemed in a despondent mood. They
period.
thought nothing of the matter, how-- ;
Total cost, age 23. only $46.30.
ever, and Fleming left them and went
Other amounts in same proportion.
on
to a room occupied by a roomer In
For particulars address or see
the house. It Is believed that It was;
28,
here the Idea of self destruction first'
F. B. SCHWENTKER,
Smith &
came to him. A
Wesson revolver waa lying on the buthese photographs and the data that reau. He eat down upon the floor and
Room 1. N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Write For Agency.
he has secured will lie used by the nutting the weapon to his tfmple.
Southern Pacific In advertising
the fired.
states of honora, Slnaloa and Jahlsco
No one heard the shot, hut the woand the territory of Teplc.
men in the house; smelt the powder.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
MERCHANTJAILORING
They rushed to the room and saw
209 West Railroad avenue, is
preFleming sitting up graenlng his throat UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST pared to give thorough scalp treatSUIT FILED AGAINST
resmoking
still
In
his hands. The
THE SANTA FE
AVENUE, O. BAM- ment, do hair dressing, trat corns,
RAILROAD
Mrs. Leo Wiley, acting for herself volver lav on the floor. Just as they
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
gave
gasp
a
gives massage treatment and manicuriand died.
and as next friend for her minor came In he
upng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
Is
My merchant tailoring shop
daughter, Jessie L. Wiley, has filed a
aveof complexion cream builds tip the
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad
suit at El Pnso against the Atchison, THE EDDY COUNTY
ORDCR FORBIDDING
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE nue, where I solicit the patronage of skin and Improves the complexion,
RAILROAD PASSES Topeka & Santa Fe Railway com
The Eddy County Teachers' Insti- the public. All work guaranteed
and la guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Passes on the El Paso & South- - pany asking damages In the sum of
as I have toad fifteen years' ex- She also prepares a hair tonic that
western come to an end on Tuesday, $10,000 for each, on account of the tute which opened In the fine new
August 28. and it will then he a case killing of the husband and father of school house at Artesla,' last Tuesday, perience In the business. Suit made cures end prevents dandruff and tiair
plaintiffs while acting In the capacity Is proving a succes In every v:ay. An to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana falling out; restores life to dead hair;
of pay fare or walk.
out, repaired. The specific I use will not removes moles, warts and superfluous
The action Is to be taken by the of switchman. It Is alleged that the elaborate program wrell carried day.
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
of the first
road In connection with practically all deceased was In the act of setting a marked the exercises good
num- also cleaned and walking skirts made cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
was
a
The
attendance
and
adupon
the
lines,
on
a
west
slipped,
brake
car when the chain
the middle
All of these preparations are purety
teachers are preparing to take to order. Give me a trial.
vice of the legal department of the throwing htm to the ground, and that ber ofexamination
vegetable compounds. Havo just adO. BAMBINI.
to
for certificates
reprewhose
of
meeting
a hole into which he fell at the side the
lines, at a
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
sentatives the new interstate law was of the track caused him to roll under teach.
"Weakly was taking the bare foot of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
the car, by which he was killed.
recently discussed and interpreted.
It is also used for rheumatism, iulns
"Make Hav While the un Shines." cure last week."
At this session questions were sub"Did it do any good?"
and massage
There is a lesson In the work of the
D.
appointed
has
W.
been
Head
mitted by the managers of the roads
glass
the
piece
of
thrifty farmer. He knows that the "Stepped on a
and left to the decision of the legal traveling freight agent of the Gulf, bright sunshine
may last hut a day first day. That cured him."
The answer in re- Colorado & Santa Fe at Fort Worth,
representatives.
and he prepares for the showers Stomach Troubles
gard to passes was that though this, Texas.
and Constipation.
which are so liable to follow. So It
hope for and CURE
No one can reasonably
LUNC8
feature was popularly supposed to be, It Is announced that fhe Santa Fe should be with every household. Dysuntil January 1, 1907, it railway has voluntarily granted Its entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus good digestion when the bowels are
becomes effective August 28, together 1.000 telegraph operators from Chi may attack some member of the home constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
WITH
111., says: "I suffered from
with a number of the provisions of cago to Buffalo an Increase in wages without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
s
constipation
stomach
chronic
and
the act.
averaging $4 a man, effective at once. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
for several years, but, thanks to
The order is a sweeping one and
is the best known medlc.de for these
only
line
not
engines
the
have been diseases, should always be kept at Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabthe Southwestern is
to Issue such an order, the lead having placed in service on the Mexican Cen- hand, as Immediate treatment Is nec- lets, am almost cured." Why not get
0NSUMPTI0N
Prlct
get
been taken by the Burlington. The tral between Silao and San Juan del essary, and delay may prove fatal. For a package of these tablets and SamOUGHSand
60oftS1.00
stay
well
25c.
FOBfj
well
Price
and
Union Pnciflc has followed suit, and Rio. They nave been In use from sale by all druggists.
Free Trial.
0L0S
ples free. For sale by all druggists,
the Southern Pacific and Galveston & Mexico to San juan del Rio and from
o
Harrisburg, another Harriman line, Cardenas to Tamulco.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
"Why do you call your big touring
"What made Davidson fight the
THROAT and LUNG TROUBfollow with similar action before the
car a runabout?"
so
bitterly?"
trtist
&
Topeka
Atchison,
Fe
The
Santa
LES, or MONEY BACK.
end of next week.
"Because it will run about ten miles
"1 don't know unless it's because
The action is said to be based on a has adopted plans and within a few from town before it breaks down. the promoters wouldn't take him in
days
the contract will be let for the Then I run about the country to find when they organized It."
clause providing that the railroads
PIONEER BAKERY
shall carry neither persons nor goods erection of n new railway employes' a horse to drag It home, and run about
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
over their lines for other favor or hospital at Temple. Texas, which Is $100 In debt to have It repaired."
End
of The World
The
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
compensation than the receipts of expected to cost approximately $t!5,-00of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
regular fares.
usefulness,
of
la.,
Bear
Grove,
of
b.i
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
Galveston's Sea Wall
Electric
Train No. 22 due here yesterday makes life now as safe In that city as came when he began taking
ago
HEAVY SHIPMENTS OF LIVE
We desire patronage and we guaryears
writes:
Bitters.
"Two
He
morning at 7:30 o'clock, did not ar- on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
antee first class baking.
STOCK THROUGH EL PASO
kidney trouble caused me great suffstreet,
In
on
who
Dutton
resides
having
night,
8:35
rive
until
been
Shipments of live stock from the rtelnvpt l.v n last
YL'nahniit at I .a Tuna Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for ering, which I would never have sur- 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
south continue at a good rate. Six
He writes: "I have used Dr. vived had I not taken Electric Bit, ,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
carloads of goats were received at El
v ro"a
ho King's New Discovery for con sum p-- ters. They also cured me of general
d It keeps debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
Paso en route from Sanderson to result of a 'rise of the Rio Grande !tlon tne, P88' flT,e years.
LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANS
disM.;
kidney
complaints,
four
N.
liver
and
blood
me well and safe. Before that time
Torrance and Santa Rosa.
caused by local rains,
FER, STABLES.
I had a cough wnlcu for years had eases, headache, dizziness end weakcars of horses went through from
Bought and Ex
Carizzo to San Antonio, one carload
The Santa Fe company will spend been growing worse. Now it's gone." ness or bodily decline. Price 60c. Guar- Horses and Mules
changed.
of butcher stuff went through from about $50,o()0 in enlarging the station Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup anteed by all drcgglsts.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Marfa to Bisbee; another from Marfa at La Junta and In providing better whooping cough and prevents pneuSecond Street, between Railroad and
DO YOU KNOW
to Albuquerque and a carload- from accommodations for passengers and monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
Copper Avenue.
Two baggage. Another story will be added
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
Valentine to St. Joseph, Mo.
That the a ay of pianos being a luxury
carloads of fine stock were also re- to the station, making it three stories 60c and $1. Trial bottle free.
THIRD STREET
has passed, and that they are now a
ceived at El Paso from the east by in height. A portion ot the additional
A Lesson in Memories.
space will be utilized for dining and
necessity. If you don't know H call
the Nations company of that city.
"What makes you talk so gruffly in at our store, examine our world-famoFifteen Pullman cars, two diners sleeping rooms.
over the telephone?"
line ot goods, and you will
and a private car have been ordered
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
"My wife used to be an operator then understand.
All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meats.
sent to the City of Mexico for the acWe are sole representatives of Chlc-keriSteam Sausage Factory.
commodation of the members of the has ordered material and equipment and she doesn't like it when I talk
& Sons, Everett, Kimball and
National Geological congress, now be- for about 100 refrigerator cars, 200 pleasantly."
EMIL KLEINWORT.
"But how can you remember to be other well known makes.
ing held in that city. Cars will be coal cars and 500 box cars, to be deAll pianos reduced In price for next Masonic Building, North Third Street
sent south from Chicago, the order for livered at Its Topeka shops during grouchy all the time?"
ten days.
"I simply think about my wife."
delivery being September 15. Follow- November and December, but officials
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
ing the sessions of the body, which of the road state that this is entirely
Citizen Want ads bring results.
114 South Second Street.
comprises the leading scientists of on account of repairs and replace
THE .CELEBRATED
several countries, trips will be made ments.
through various portions of Mexico,
Estimates on the earnings of
studying the soil and other matters of Denver & Rio Grande railroad the
for
Interest. The members will then be the fiscal year which ended June 30,
brought north through Albuquerque, show that this road made a splendid
on their way to their homes.
gain over the same period In the previous year. The estimated earnings
DAMAGE SUIT AGAINST
THE G. H. ROAD for the fiscal year were $19,2S6,565,
e
which Is an increase of $2,649,528 over
Frank Fisher joined by his wife,
same period last year. That is a
Fisher, filed suit for $000 in the the
Bottled In Bond.
district court at El Paso. It is alleged gain of 15. &8 per cent.
Fisher
In the petition that Mrs
night was sevTrain No. 7 of
bought a ticKet from El Paso to Ma- eral hours late, as last
a
of troubles
Round Trip Tickets on sale to nearly
rietta, Ga., on the information of the of all kinds. It was result
delayed in Kanemployes of the O. H. ottice at this sas City several hours by bad conDistillers.
all
points in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa,
Orpoint that she could travel to New
nections, and was delayed twice this
FRANKFORT, KY.
Illinois, Nebraska, Minnesota, Dakotas,
leans by the G. H. and then over i- -e side of Kansas City by drawheads
L. & N. to Marietta.
Wisconsin, also to Memphus, Tenn.
of cars pulling out. When
arrived
The plaintiffs then say that at New here this morning, a touristit sleeper
Dates of Sale August 23, 24, 25, final
Orleans Mrs. Fisher learned that Bhe was on the rear end where the StandMELINI & EAKIN
could not go to Marietta by way of ard Pullman should have leen. the
Call
limit
31.
October
return
ticket
at
Sole Agents.
the Jj. & N. as her ticket read and tourist having lo6t one of Its draw-headoffice for particulars.
that she was compelled to buy a ticket
Albuquerque, N. M.
to Huntsville, Ala., where slie fell ill
Automatic Phone, 199.
T. C. RURDEY, Agent.
and remained for nine days.
A recent favorable decision nf the
It is further set out that Mrs. Fish- courts confirms the r'.ght of the Atch- er was going to visit her mother, who
was past 8i years of age and feeble
and that she was delayed for two
weeks In reaching her niotner and suffered great mental pain and anxiety
as the result of the delay.
tH?

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
Sale at Matson's After
Reserved Seats
1906
Tuesday, August

first-clas-

This Strong

Guarantee

I

A $2,000.00 policy provides
J2.0oo.oo in case of death.
$200.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
Loan values commencing second year.
Insurance at end of n 15, or 20 year
Cash or paid-u- p

'

PAGE SEVEN

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling- - by
means ot defective
material or workman- chip will be made rood
without expense o the t
owner, Irrespective tA,
iuuy protects you as to quamy. as 10 prices, you can t beat our on the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call

Albuquerque Carriage
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and
m.

Machine Works

P. MALL, Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; SaaftlaM.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Treat ft
Buildings.
mmnmlr m Minium mitd mill
foundry east eld ot railroad track.
Alkaqasrai, H. M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

s,

KILLtke

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

Wo have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to sell
them Tight out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load trelght.

couch

thi

Dr. King's

tru-ble-

Now Discovery
'"

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqns

WE FILL

0.

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

j

...,ht

-

us

Meat Market

ng

Cheap Rates
KLO to the Last

Ad-di-

O. F. d.
WHISKEY

Thos. F. Keleher

T.

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash, paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WE8T
PAINTS,

UP TO DATE SIGNS
.208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

7.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

11,

with Raaoe

ENGINE

The two sections of Southern Pacific passenger train No. 10 were delayed just beyond the Rio Grande
bridge Tuesday night from 10:30 until
l:3o Wednesday morning, by the
on the enbreaking of a blow-pip- e
gine of the first section, says the El
Paso Times. The pipe was broken ofT
by dirt which bad caved in from the
sides of a cut just beyond the bridge
and lodged on the track.
A switch engine was sent from the
K! Paso yards in response to a telephonic communication from the scene
of the trouble, and with the help of
this engine the disabled locomotive
pulling the passenger was able to
come in. No serious washouts are
reported either west on the Southern
Pacific or east on the Galveston &
Harrisburg up to 3 o'clock Wednesday morning, but most of the trains
will be delayed by the soft tracks,
which compel the cautious running of
the trains.
ENGINEER INVESTIGATING
MEXICO RESOURCES
C. F. Karnes, an engineer in the
employ of the Southern Pacific, who
for the last tighteen months has been
investigating mineral and timber resources in the territory that will become tributary to the
extension of that system is at
Tucson, Ariz to confer with Epes
Randolph, president of the Cananea.
Yaqui River & Pacific railroad, and
the man in charge of the Sitkera
Pacific extension.
During tee time that Mr. Karnes
has leen In Mexico he has taken hundreds of Interesting photographs, and

t

.
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Its Location
SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
3 A ST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH I! ROAD 80 AND

BELEN IS

31 MILES

FEET WIDE,
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES; PUBLIC
OLD SHADE
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.5"0
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY: THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS', ETC.
BELEN IS THE IJUIGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

.

.

.

COME

Ik

tOOOOOOtOOSOOOOt0

m.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

20

Guaymas-Guada-lajar-

TO BELEN, N.

Belen Townsitc

The Belen Town and

Im- -

Pies.

WM, BERBER,

FIRJ3 INSURANCE, REAL

6t

E3TATH

LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

General Repair Shop.
Sout-TWr-

0.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONQ BLOCK.

WIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associaat 217 West Kallroa

tion. Office
avenue.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Filrrlev
Bants Barbara Cemeteries.

M.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

DRA60IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, iM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

N. Second St.. Boti Phones.

K0000COt
K00000000
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASAND
A GOOD,
HOTEL

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec'y.

First

RANKIN & CO.

SHOEMAKER

S,

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Mauger.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

s.

ON SOUTHERN
PACIFIC DISABLED

&

Office, 115 North

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.
TOTI A O RAD I
Next to Walton's drug store,
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
street.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tot
this line with us.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

CAVE-I-

MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

L.

A. LUCERO

KSKC00000000000
ococoooooceooco

.
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GRAND OPENING.
Tho ttvoninir fltljien In in receipt of
I. trlll
Saturdayj avcnlnn
-- . 9A
'
'"Wf 'Annua
Information stating that Hugh Sullivan
all
comer
my
new
accommodate
at
other
Canada,
the
Toronto,
died at
rres luneni
day. but giving no other facts relative satoon. rreo luneni
to hi. rfpni'u. In the early days of this 212 North Third street.
J. W. LEWIS, PROP.
city the deceased conducted a saloon
o
on Bouth First street ana accumuPOUND
TWENTY
BOX
FINE
quite a nice sum of money, after MOUNTAIN
lated
FOR
85
PEACHES
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
which he went to Toronto nnd opened
a hotel
and saloon business. His CENTS AT SKINNER'S, NO. 116
brother. Frank Sullivan, remained in Wt31 UULU MVttXUt.
Fair tonight and Saturday.
Albuquerque and his cleat n resuueu
CASH
years ago.
few
1
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
p nimllaiider. the well known For grain sacks, all sizes. Our wag- .!,
on will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
j
No. 1 of this evening Is repotted to southwestern tourist for the Meyers South First street. Both phones.
ti
nas
lyouis.
reiut
of
n,i
St.
,.n.
inIncoming
arrive at 1'):3if. AH other
visit
A.k for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
passenger trains are reported on time, ed from his vacation and Is now
.
ing his numerous customers uirotign-..BrtcAVU ana tam no oiner.
Mr.
.n,.thL-pMexico.
re
u
children
in
and
nnd
Mrs William Kleke
"
"HI 11117 ' ' ' " '
HOF-- !
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
his vacation at Al- -,
turns! this morning from a bIx weeks r-- n io. r.ni.nl
i
AT THE
BRAU, ON DRAUGHT,
13llee,
Arl
visit to Tombstone and
lantlc City, N. J., one oi me greai
" WHITE ELEPHANT.
zona.
summer resorts in tne counuj,
&
w
i, ... ti.o flnnut time oi nis ittw
RiizRheth Thomas, a slater of
FOR STRICTLY fTrST CLASS,
D. B. Thomas of this city, who bas He will leave tonight for the north
DRESSMAKING. SEE
hppn elected lo a Dosttion on tne fac and return south to El rnso nntr
5,
ROOM
NOW IN OUR STORE. EVERY
PROUDFIT.
MADAME
route
pulillc
schools
Island
Rock
Albuquerque
by
the
ulty
Ico
of
the
GRANT BUILDING.
IS NEW AND UP TO
next few days and
ONE
go
the
within
to
has
Oxfords
our
to
of
trom
expected
east
balance
to
tne
arrive
Is
The
Stocking tor men. women
Tii.nu
rat
succeed.
IN THE RACE FOR SU
THERE
ANY
sure
to
BETTER
ISN'T
DATE.
l.e
as
to
extent
an
night.
such
we have cut the priefs to
DO IT NOW. 8TOCK THAT COAL
and children are unequaiert in n
you
WB, KEEP OUR
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACTnight
Won't
may
PREMACY
fjinlrlll
here.
service
be
yours
tne
w
of
u
WINTER.
every
SUMMER
NEXT
line,
In
rrR
sizes
all
not
We have
fit and fast colors. Prices raw
Postal
Tele
of
office
f
AUG
ED
Itvnl
the
MONTH
FOR
OF
A
THE
FOR
LARGER
ICED STYLES
ADVA.
MUCH
th.
PRICES
ON
Investigate.
you
EYE
ppnta
e
at
pay
to
Kii
sa
For
come and find out? It will
graph, company, left this morning to k
STOCK THIS FALL THAN WE
HAVE
ALWAYS
314 West Railroad avenue UST ONL. W. H. HAHN 4 CO.
WE
AND
Store,
Shoe
spend a month's vacation with friends
DID
LA8T SPRING.
THE
THEM.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
PEARS
PEACHES,
idc!"
in the east. He Is accomimniert iy nis
STOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
WALTON'S DRUG STORE. '
family.
PLUMS, AT MALOY'S.
$2.65
to
THE
.$3.50
reduced
BEST AND MOST COMOxfordt.
Kid
Colo.,
and
Vicl
n.
Manbv of Trinidad.
Women'!
J
Our ROUGH DRY worK don't have'
2.35
Cornell, mother .of John
vr
ia.mvM
i i j
PLETE
OF
Hoi Pnvne nf Wichita. Kas.. two ex
ANY
Women's Vici Kid Oxford . . 3.00 reduced to
i'l
SEASON.
Laundry
Imperial
over.
n
to
washed
be
a visit hpre to ner
.t
Women'! Vicl Kid Oxfordt . . 2.50 reduced to
tensive huvera of New Mexloo lambs.
PRICES
Co.
to
her
wl.l
return
to
month,
.
reduced
2.00
.
past
Kid
Oxford!
the i
Women'! Vicl
are In the city, hobnobbing with local for
3.15
A DO
rwas..
reduced to
i
xnnpka
i""1"" WUV PLANT THE SEED VAR
Men'! Patent Colt Oxford!.
raisers, and may make gome purcnaa
2.65
to
reduced
3.50
morning
Men' Velam Calf Oxford!
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
rignt.
prices
are
If
es
3.00 reaucea io
ORCHARD
APPLE
SEEDLESS
Men'! Vicl Kid Oxford!
At if next, meeting, the city coun
to
reduced
2
00
15
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COST7
Men'! Vicl Kid Oxford!
rll l ho asked to order an arc light
EAT
TO
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
GOODS THINGS
at the corner of West I,ead a,venue
Bakery Department.
and Seventh street. The residents of
ROUGH DRY.
We do It right.
CREAM PUFFS
that vicinity certainly have reason for
Laundry Co.
Imperial
SQUARES
COCOANUT
men
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
such a request, as ine coiner
CHOCOLATE SQUARES
tioned Is a dark one lnneea.
NUT CAKES
J. R. Downev. manager for the Al
Wnen purchased at F. F. Trotter"!
at the
DATE CAKES
&
Kleotrlc
Has
grocery store, axe sure to bring the
LADY FINGERS
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Power company. Has returned irom a
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
MACCAROONS
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
Crr Spvpnth inil TMerns
right flavor to all dishes Into which
trtn to southern California
A choice line of Imported Goods Dl- CHOCOLATE LAYER CAKES
family.
accompanied
his
by
beaches,
COCOANUT LAYER CAKES
ther enter. This is because we al Mrs. Downey ana cnunren upeiii me
rect irom itaiy.
GERMAN COFFEE CAKE
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
ways procure the best manufactured. greater part of the summer in Califor
Ppmemher. we handle the best
CINNAMON ROLLS
We find out first what brands are re nia.
BOOK ROLLS
meats
and a full line of choice gro
POCKET
and
guarantee
them
liable and personally
The new 120.000 Relen Commercial
VIENNA ROLLS
ceries.
olnh hulldine will be opened at the
&
MATTEUCCI.
BREAD
LOMMORI
GRAHAM
cut-o- ff
city tonight with a reception,
RYE BREAD
KREAM
banquet and dance. Many Albuquer-quean- s
KRACK
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
JAFFA
are there today for the pur
BREAD ,
AND EXCHANGED
pose of attending tne formal opening.
Phillips' orchestra win iurnisn me
Assoolstlon Offlct
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Transactions
dance music.
No. 118 and 120 8outh Second
Up-to-Da- te
Guarantied
"Good Things to Eat."
Miss Sybil Harvey, sinter of Ford
Harvev. and Miss Hutchison, sister of
ROSENFIELD'S, 1 8 W. R. R. Ave.
203 Wast Cold Avanua
Mrs. W. J. Black, wife of the general
Naxt Door First National Bank
are
the
Fe,
of
manager
Santa
chairman
the
for
Bursum,
traffic
H. O.
MAYNARD
Hon.
Y.
T.
GEO. W. HICK0X.
registered at the Alvarauo. iney win territorial republican central commitfrom a X
be joined tonignt uy airs, uiuuk mm tee, returned this morning
together Uiey will go on a pleasure business trip to soutnern points.
TO
TIME
THE
HAVE
WE
WHEN
IS
SEASON
In
DULL
In
DURING THE
trip to the City or Mexico.
CLOSREPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK. AND GIVE IT THE
Exchanges received here todav tell
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
of the arrest at Raton of James Giv- ARB
CARE
OUR
TO
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED
ens, a negro, on the charge of robbing
Benjamin Tbacker, a ranenman. or a
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERT NIGHT. ON WOvK FROM OUT
WAX". TRY US.
gold watch, valued at S40, and $18 in
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE
cash. He fled but was apprehended
later. The watch was found hidden
BROILERS,
DUCKS,
on a vacant lot.
Hickox-Maynat- d
SPRING
The Rnswell Record states that yes YOUNG HENS, SQUABS, BELGIAN
HOME MADE
i OUR
terday Secretary of the Treasury Les uadcq
New Mextco's Leading Jewelers
lie M. Stiaw Wired PIS acceptance ui a. COOKED CORN BEEF IT TASTES
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
proposition to" purchase 2,800 acres of noon IS CLEAN AND FRESH; NO
THE ARCH FRONT.
Pecos valley land to later be sold in PRESERVATIVES. SAN JOSE MAR
small tracts to Immigrants from Hol- KET.
n
land, who are to arrive soon for the
Depot Master Gray has returned
purpose of establishing a colony in tne
from Laa Vegas, where he went a week
Roswell district.
depot
'to accept the positionsaysof that
tra Vlnlpt WhiiHoii returned this ago
COLORADO PHONE 74
AUTOMATIC PHONE S4B
it
He
place.
master
at
that
morning after an absence in the east Is too quiet In Las Vegas for him.
and south of over a year. She will be
In charge of the Whltson Music com
Fourth and Railroad A venae
FINEST OF WATERMELONS AND
pany's business during tne absence oi CANTALOUPES AT MALOY'S.
Mrs. E. C. Whltson, who went to Min
Mrs. Gus Lehman of Las Vegas la
We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
neapolis to attend the annual encampReon a week's visit to her husArmy
of
the
here
Grand
ment of the
Alva.r-adgive satisfaction
public and Women's Relief Corps or- band, who Is employed at' the
hotel.
ganizations.
The Las Vegas Optic says: 'Miss
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Anna Ward left on No. 1 today for an
extended visit with her brother Tom Creamery butter
HARDWARE.
at Los Angeles. She was accompanied 8 bars of high grade soap
hv .hai "MiKin miss hitiza. 1'ernev. wuu 8 cans of sardines
has been a visitor at the Ward home 35c can of baking powder
for seeral weeks. In Albuquerque 12c can of oysters
SADDLES
tne young ladies will be joined by 3 bottles of pickles
i
Charley Ward.
Raspberries, ptr can
Shredgeneral
1
west
pkg
of
CHINA
1 pkg of Force and
Henrv Plneemann. the
ern agent for the Moet & Chandon
ded Wheat Biscuit
White Seal champagne, the manuiac-n- f 1 ll of Walter Baker's cocoa
GLASSWARE
whlrh donated S1.000 for a 12V4c can of pork and beans
stake race at the coming fair, left to Macaroni, per pkg
PLUMBING
day for Las Vegas, arier taming wuu 12c grade of Tapioca
See us for school books.
liquor merchants nere. nir. riageiminn
states that he thinks his company Is
THE MAZE.
getting a great run lor tneir i,uuu in
Proprietor.
KIEKE,
Wm.
expects
to
He
advertising
line.
the
return here for fair week.
Rev. N. W. Alger and wife have r
Tnhn flmhnm of Phoenix. Ariz., who turned from a vacation from the high
has been In the city the past two days, altitude of New Mexico, spent in
returning from a pleasure trip to Den- southern California.
ver, will leave tomorrow for Phoenix.
PEARS.
PEACHES,
GRAPES.
Mr. Graham, althougn stating mat ue
GO.
wanted to get back to Phoenix In time PLUMS, AT MALOY'S.
to vote against joint statenooa, drop
Going to th mountains Sunday? We
ped Into this omce ana paid in subwill
loan you a folding pocket kodak.
dally
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har- -'
the
for
In
Avenue
scription
advance
Fourth and Railroad
Railroad avenue.
West
205
Houston,
ngm
strongest
making
iu
the
miner
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
either territory for joint statehood,
The Evening Citizen, wnicn leaas oue
Ing osteopathic
to believe that Mr. Grattam may oe treatment.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
Juat returned from my
day.
election
before
converted
THE
vacation and will be In my office in
the Barnett Building. C. M. Conner,
DON'T BOTHER TO BAKE, THIS M. D., D. O. Specialty uswopainy.
BAK-ER401, 403 NorthlFirst Street
HOT WEATHER. TRY OUR
Sooth First Street
Mmmtain excursion to Cumn Glen- GOODS, GUARANTEED TO
morning
ASSunday
near canvon.
GIVE 8ATS I FACTION. A FULL
RAILROAD AVE.
SORTMENT OF CAKES, PIES, ETC. tt or, inrhnilnu dinner. Tickets at
ORlelly's.
ALWAYS ON HAND.
Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glaas, Clocks, SlWerware. We lnrlte
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
SQUARE
DEAL.
guarantee
A
your trade and
Rest a week at Camp Glencoe.
"Good Things to Eat."
if vnn want to Hee the finest light
nut Hmn Into the White Elenhant to
fr
4
4
4 4
4 44 4
444 444
night. Mitchner "turned tne tricK.
4
4
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LOCAL AND

Coming In Piling Up
The New Fall

Wind Up Sale

r,

i

Clothing

A Hundred
Shapes in

Hart, Schaffner

FallHats

-

of Low Shoes

t

Marx

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

c

1

Tigers $3.00
Stetson 4.00
5.00
Knox

j

$15 to $30

JUST RECEIVED

Simon Stern Simon Stern

Enamelware

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

AT' SPECIAL PRICES

F. F. TROTTER

Speelman

R.R.

tret

&

Seating

Furniture Dealers

1

ff vou are

SPECIAL!

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

Co.

The

tr

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

need of anything

mis

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

GO.

Cutlerythey

HARNESS

Whitney company

......

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.

TINNIN3

Lawn and Garden Tools.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Mead Hay

NOTICE!

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

U3, U5,

Y

Ul

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

x

LATET0

TOO

r

T

i

placing on display for the Fall Season the largest, best selected and most f.
1
1
Nl .1
varied line of merchandise in nothing ana rurnismngs ever snown in mis cuy.
1

m

,

1

j

4
BUSINESS SUITS Grey and Neat Mixtures
KUPPENHEIMER'S CELEBRATED SUITS-ve- ry
STEIN BLOCH CO'S., Nobby Exclusive Styles

?

4

--

I We are
jl,

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

H

A.k for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

$10.00 to 15.00
swell 15.00 to 22.50
18.00 to 30.00

-

Call and see this great array of Seasonable Merchandise

4

4

f

4- -

E. L. WASHBURN
44444"f4"M-444,jt.;....4.4-44'119

Went Gold

f

f

C0.ES3
j.

4- 4- -

4
4

NOTICE.
win the nartw who took the lilack
silk shawl last ninht hy mistake from

Schniitt's ice cream parlor please re
turn same to Mr. Schmltt?

Albuquerque to
Jmmet entry limy
In
rrA except Sunday. In.
quire al
Andreas Rum.
fret's fcf
f. rift. 211 W. bolii
Atenue.

re

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROB.. Prop.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The Sadie" for mountain parties and
t
rates on week days.
No. 112 John St.
Aula Phona 604.
--

ne-la-

l

Successors to E. J. POST

CLARIFY

Uvm nk'VT Pleasant front room for
housekeeping.
U'it reasonable
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
TOR SALE Cood saddle pony, gentle
mill safe for children or ladies. iai
"t5 Mountain Road.

STAGE

H

&

COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

M
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See Display
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215 West Rallroao Avenue

H

ALBUQUERQUE,

M
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NEW MEXICO
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